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Abstract 
 
This project examines the institutional field of collaboration between the Municipality of 
Copenhagen and six social enterprises placed in the Copenhagen area. The project's 
theoretical point of departure is set within institutional theory, more precisely DiMaggio & 
Powell's writings on institutional isomorphism, as well as Christine Oliver's theory of 
strategic responses to institutional pressures. The project investigates which challenges arises 
in the collaboration between the Municipality of Copenhagen and the social enterprises, and 
how this can be seen as tendencies towards institutional isomorphism. It was found that 
institutional isomorphism is at play in the collaboration between the two agents, but that the 
social enterprises strategically are able to react in an active manner to the municipal pressures 
in other ways than to succumb to the structures of the field. 
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1	  Introduction	  
1.1	  Problem	  area	  	  
The institutional environment surrounding an enterprise is of the utmost importance for 
the enterprises chance of survival. This is a given for both for-profit and social 
enterprises (SE1). These two types of enterprises operate on a continuum ranging from 
purely economic to purely social goals, but even at the extremes there are still elements 
of both, argues James Austin et al. What the for-profit enterprise and the SE do have in 
common, is the four basic factors that have impact on their management; people, 
context, deal and opportunity (Austin et al 2006: 3f). 
The surrounding environment is therefore important for the running of the enterprise. 
But while the for-profit enterprise has its eye on economic return, the SE primarily 
focuses on the social return. In the private sector the main motivation for investors to 
provide funding for the for-profit enterprises is the potential for building a profitable 
company. In comparison, the SEs are often funded by individual donations, foundation 
grants, members fees and government grants to support a social cause (Austin et al 
2006: 12). Even though they differ in this aspect, both types of enterprises rely on a 
network of contacts that will provide them with funding, board members, management, 
knowledge and staff. 
A strong reputation often generates more willingness to invest in the enterprise and its 
mission, but what separates the for-profit and the SE the most, is the fact that the social 
entrepreneur have far fewer possibilities for attaining resources. This is due to the fact 
that the philanthropic market is not a very big one, and the competitors for resources are 
many (Austin et al 2006: 12). This places extra demands on the SEs' ability to network 
and form successful collaborations with different kinds of agents from different spheres 
of society (Austin et al 2006: 11). If a social entrepreneur gets access to resources, then 
his dependence on this access is almost total, which is elaborated in the following 
citation: 
"In short, while the human and financial resources required for success 
have similarities across commercial and social entrepreneurship, social 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1 SE will be used as the abbreviation for social enterprises from here on.	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entrepreneurs are often faced with more constraints: limited access to the 
best talent; fewer financial institutions, instruments, and resources; and 
scarce unrestricted funding and inherent strategic rigidities, which hinder 
their ability to mobilize and deploy resources to achieve the organization’s 
ambitious goals." (Austin et al 2006: 12) 
This illustrates the importance of the institutional surroundings and the agents in the 
environment for a social entrepreneur. For this reason we choose to focus this project on 
the SE in relation to its external collaborations. There are numerous important external 
collaborators, but one many have in common is the Municipality of Copenhagen, which 
we therefore have chosen to focus upon. 
Many SEs operate inside the field of providing goods or welfare services that is 
traditionally occupied by the public sector or in some cases by for-profit enterprises. 
There will always be institutional pressures present in an institutional field, according to 
DiMaggio & Powell, which pushes the agents in a field towards homogenization and 
conformity (DiMaggio & Powell 1983: 148). According to DiMaggio & Powell these 
isomorphic pressures will therefore determine the relations between newcomers and 
established agents. However, the institutional pressures might be viewed from another 
angle, according to Christine Oliver, where agents in a field have several ways of 
reacting to each other (Oliver 1991: 145). Their mutual strategic relations and their 
responses to the institutional pressures may then be much more varied than according to 
DiMaggio & Powell’s theory.  
Related to the discussion about institutional pressure is the question of how does the 
Municipality perceive and thereby treat the SEs? As partners or maybe as competitors in 
the field of providing welfare services? In the future the manner of solving welfare 
issues will have to be changed and rethought, as the population in Denmark is ageing 
which will increase the demands for better service and welfare (Hulgård 2011: 201). 
This has led the government to think in new strategic ways in order to meet these 
demands. Moreover, the Municipality of Copenhagen made a strategy concerning 
collaboration with SEs lasting from 2010-2013. This strategy expresses a goal of 
enhancing the collaboration with SEs, as they see SEs as making an important 
contribution to the maintenance and innovation of welfare in Copenhagen (Social-
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forvaltningen 2012: 6). This is an example of the public sector reaching out and asking 
for help from other parts of society to solve welfare issues. This could lead to the 
assumption that public authorities would be very open and flexible when it concerns 
agents who want to engage in social work and solving the challenges of the welfare 
state. 
However, there seems to be some challenges arising from the bureaucratic nature of the 
way the Municipality is being governed. This tangled system is something Ove K. 
Pedersen (2008) addresses. Pedersen describes the centralisation of the public sector, 
where the demand for control over the administration of the single units resulted in 
clear-cut goal formulations, management frameworks and demands for results in all 
levels of the public sector. This way of organizing the public sector is a way of trying to 
control the operation of all units in the public sector in the most cost-efficient way. But 
at the same time, this might be the root of conflict in the collaboration between non-
public agents and different parts of the public sector (Pedersen, 2008: 4ff). Thus, the 
structures might not be as easy to change. It can be a rather resourceful task to change 
an institutional setting because actors and routines are embedded in each other, and if 
you want to change one, you might have to change others. At the same time any form of 
change can be met with conservatism and opposition and resistance to change (Spear 
2011: 20). 
So in investigating the conditions for the SEs in Copenhagen it is interesting to see how 
the relation to the Municipality of Copenhagen forms these conditions. Is it a promoting 
and developing factor or is it a constraining factor? The possibilities for SEs to be 
integrated in this field then depend on the perception of how the SEs react to the 
structures and institutional pressures, and which consequence the structures have for the 
strategic relations between the established and the newcomers to the field – between the 
Municipality and the SEs. This leaves an interesting space in which the relations 
between the SEs and the Municipality are important to explore empirically. On the basis 
of this we have formulated the following research question: 
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1.2	  Problem	  formulation	  	  
What are the strategic relations between the SEs and the Municipality of Copenhagen? 
• Which challenges do the SEs face in the collaboration with the 
Municipality of Copenhagen? 
• Which institutional pressures do these challenges represent? 
• How have the SEs responded to the challenges? 
• What do their responses tell us about the relationship between the two 
agents? 
 
1.3	  Definitions	  
1.3.1 Definition of approach to SEs 
There are two major schools of thought regarding the definition of and view upon SEs: 
The American approach, and the European approach.  
The American approach views the SE as an agent in the third sector, whereas the 
European approach sees the SE as a part of a social economy. Hulgård (2011) argues 
that the social economy is a broader concept than the third sector approach. The third 
sector approach excludes all profit-generating organizations, which means that a SE 
working within the third sector by definition cannot be a co-operative or mutual 
enterprise. A SE in the third sector can therefore only have a non-profit, voluntary 
nature (Hulgård 2011: 205). 
The social economy on the other hand embodies both profit and non-profit 
organizations. The social economy is a non-capitalist economy, where the social aspect 
is the main objective, and profit is not a defining issue. This means that the social 
economy consists of co-operatives, mutual societies, associations, foundations and SEs, 
linked together by their interest in creating social value, and not necessarily economic 
output  (Hulgård 2011: 205). 
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Social economy is founded in the cooperative movement of the nineteenth century, but 
has evolved into including different kinds of services and social welfare provisions. 
Hulgård points out, that the 'evolution' of the social economy is something to take note 
of. He argues that the SE and the social economy, works within a transitional market in 
the sense that they are part of a stakeholder economy where the lines between welfare 
states and social service provisions becomes more blurred and blended. This means, 
"[the] SE [...] are meeting the urgency to innovate and develop responses to social 
problems through means of community building, citizen engagement and participatory 
governance" (Hulgård 2011: 207). 
With this is mind this project has roots in the social economy approach. The aim of the 
project is not to depict one specialized, non-profit side of SEs. The main interest is 
instead whether or not it is possible to recognize and describe common tendencies and 
issues in the collaboration between the Municipality of Copenhagen and different kinds 
of SEs, where the chosen SEs consists of both profit-generating and non-profit 
organizations with different social aims.  
 
1.3.2	  Definition	  of	  Ses	  	  
The social economy approach influences how a SE is defined in this project. The EMES 
definition functions as our guideline when defining SEs. The EMES definition is as 
follows (Hulgård, 2011: 208): 
Three economic criteria: 
• A continuous activity producing goods and/or services 
• A significant level of economic risk 
• A minimum amount of paid work, not only volunteers 
Three social criteria: 
• An explicit aim to benefit the community 
• An initiative launched by a group of citizens 
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• A decision-making power not based on corporate ownership 
Three governance criteria: 
• A high degree of autonomy 
• A participatory nature, which involves the persons affected by the activity 
• Limited profit distribution 
 
1.3.3	  The	  Municipality	  	  
This term always refers to The Municipality of Copenhagen. Whenever another 
municipality is mentioned the name of this will be specified. The Municipality covers a 
huge amount of different administrations, offices, centers etc., where the term ‘the 
Municipality’ can be used as references to all of them. Whenever possible it will be 
clarified which part of the Municipality is a focus on. However, in some cases it has 
proven difficult to transfer the meaning of this term into specific areas, as our 
interviewees talk of general trends or perceptions of the system as a whole.  
 
1.3.4	  Collaboration	  	  
This term is used to cover many different aspects of the relations and as such functions 
as an overall framework. Embedded in this term is the understanding of a dual relation 
where both parts involve actively. Collaboration covers areas where the Municipality 
and the SEs have a positive contact, and cover a variety of relations such as economic 
relations, dialogues and partnerships. 
  
1.3.5	  Institutions	  	  	  
We use the definition of institutions used by Christine Oliver: “Institutions are defined 
as regulatory structures, governmental agencies, laws, courts, and professions.” 
(Oliver 1991: 147). 
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1.3.6	  Field	  	  
This term is used to describe the arena we focus on, where the Municipality and the SEs 
are agents. It is the field of the provision of welfare services and goods. It is an 
institutional field, which will be elaborated in the definition by DiMaggio & Powell in 
section 3.1. 
 
1.4	  Delimitations	  	  
To narrow the scope of this report some limitations have been made consciously. The 
purpose has been to identify as many challenges in the collaboration with the 
Municipality, which means we have chosen to focus on gathering as many different 
kinds of issues as possible instead of doing an in depth analysis of a few issues. A 
consequence of this is that we will not be explaining in depth how the different 
challenges are constructed and influenced by e.g. the legislation. Rather we focus on 
how the challenges affect the collaboration between the agents. 
We are aware of the fact that the Municipality are constrained in their work by 
legislation from both the government and the EU. How this influences the 
Municipality’s room of manoeuvring in relation to the SEs is something we will not 
elaborate upon. Our interest lies in investigating the relationship inside the frames set by 
the Municipality. 
A deliberate delimitation is that the project only focuses on the relations between two 
types of agents in the field – the Municipality and the SEs. Therefore the influence from 
other agents like private for-profit enterprises will not be included in the analysis. 
Another delimitation has been in relation to the theoretical approach. It could have been 
relevant to use theories describing the power relations between the Municipality and the 
SEs, or to use other theories analyzing networks or field analysis. However, the theories 
concerning the institutional pressure seemed more appropriate according to our interest. 
In the creation of this report there has been a delimitation as a result of the timeframe. 
To support the conclusion it could have been beneficial if more SEs had been 
interviewed, but unfortunately many SEs we made inquiries to did not have the time to 
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participate. Furthermore, it would have been interesting to include more representatives 
from other parts of the Municipality to investigate how different administrations have 
experienced working with SEs. 
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2	  Methodology	  and	  Theory	  of	  Science	  
2.1 Theory of science 
This section presents the implications of our chosen theory of science. First our 
approach of using socio-constructivism and hermeneutics together will be elaborated. 
Secondly, our anti essentialist ontology, our view on structures and our anti realistic 
epistemology is described and reflected upon. Thereafter our choice of hermeneutic 
interpretation of interviews as our methodological approach is reflected upon. 
Afterwards, our use of the hermeneutical circle is described, and finally our pre-
conceptions of this subject are presented.  
 
2.1.1 Using Socio-Constructivism and Hermeneutics Together 
Our underlying approach to this project is socio-constructive, but supplemented with a 
hermeneutic methodological approach. The socio-constructive theory of science offers 
an explanation on how structures are created and withheld and how they function. 
Therefore the socio-constructive theory of science matches our theoretical framework, 
as these institutional theories focus on structures. The hermeneutic theory of science 
does not focus on structures to the same extend, which is one of the main reasons that 
the socio-constructive approach is chosen as our main frame of reference.  
However, using the hermeneutic methodological approach to supplement the socio-
constructive theory of science helps transform our empirical data into the socio-
constructive understanding of structures. In order to understand the strategic relations 
between the SEs and the Municipality it is necessary to include a methodological 
approach that acknowledges and focus on the individual’s statements. 
It is possible to supplement the socio-constructivist view with the hermeneutic 
methodological approach because they share the same ontology and epistemology. The 
anti essentialist ontology is seen in both socio-constructivism and philosophical 
hermeneutics, which will be elaborated in the following section. This also has 
implications for the epistemology, which therefore is anti realistic in both approaches.  
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2.1.2 Ontology 
The ontology of the project is anti essentialist (Rasborg 2004: 351). This means that we 
operate with a view of society not as a static entity, but as a product of history as well as 
social and cultural processes. This means that society has changed through time, and 
from here on forward is able to change if people make it so (Rasborg 2004: 349). We 
focus on the interaction and the collaboration between two agents. Our point of view is 
that this collaboration does not have a pre-given essence, but is constantly shaped and 
re-shaped by the actions of the agents. 
There is an ongoing discussion within the constructivist theory regarding the level of 
construction in the theory. In this discussion we place ourselves in the mildest end of the 
specter by distancing ourselves from the view of the physical reality as a construction. 
To be more specific, we acknowledge that the physical reality exists beyond our 
recognition of it. 
This socio-constructive understanding of ontology correlates with the philosophical 
hermeneutics, which states that meaning is created between the object and the subject, 
and therefore the object does not have an essence in itself that can be explored (Højberg 
2004: 314). 
 
2.1.3 Structures 
When working with institutional theory it is necessary to put emphasis on our view of 
structures and how we perceive they are shaped within the broad socio-constructivist 
theory. In accordance with our ontology we perceive institutions and structures as 
socially constructed. Structures take the form of an objective entity over time, but this 
appearance is an externalization of a human practise (Rasborg 2004: 363, 369). 
The institutions and structures once objectified affect back on humans and force them to 
internalize the norms and values related to these (Rasborg 2004: 369). In our project this 
is relevant because the state and municipalities are examples of institutions that can 
appear as objective entities, when they are in fact in our view constructions of social 
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practices and therefore can be changed. Our chosen theories have opposing perceptions 
on structures, which will be elaborated on in the section 3.3. 
 
2.1.4 Epistemology 
The epistemology of the project is anti realistic. Anti realists acknowledge science as an 
interpretation of what has been observed (Rasborg 2004: 351). When we prepare 
interviews we chose for example where to place our focus, how many we have time to 
speak to etc. and the conclusion of this report will be shaped by these choices. 
Furthermore, by putting these responses within a theoretical framework we assign them 
meaning – we assign them a theoretical strategy. 
An anti realistic view is often accused of relativism based on the question: If science is 
an interpretation, is any interpretation then science (Rasborg 2004: 379). Anti realistic 
science puts great demands on the transparency of the research process and the methods 
used to gather data. This is something we address in this methodology chapter, and 
furthermore we have written down our pre-conceptions before starting to gather 
empirical data to create awareness and thereby limit the amount of influence of these in 
our project (see section 2.1.7). 
 
2.1.5 Methodological Approach 
The methodological approach used in this project is inspired by philosophical 
hermeneutics, as interpretation is the main approach used when transforming our 
interviews into data. In conducting a hermeneutic qualitative interview the main focus is 
the search for meaning in actions and statements and the reasons why these actions 
provide meaning for them (Højberg 2004: 309). For further elaboration see section 2.4.    
It was a discussion whether to do a discourse analysis or a hermeneutic interpretation of 
the interviews, as it is possible to focus on meaning and power relations using both 
techniques (Hansen 2004: 392; Højberg 2004: 311). However, a discourse analysis 
would have limited the focus to be on challenges concerning the differences in the 
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understanding of concepts and how these understandings determine the conditions and 
possibilities. A hermeneutic approach on the other hand includes the possibility of 
interpreting several different and more practical challenges. 
 
2.1.6 The Hermeneutic Circle  
The hermeneutic circle is an interpretative tool to understand the reciprocal action 
between a part and the whole. Understanding comes from placing the part in the context 
of the whole and the whole can only be understood by looking at the parts (Højberg 
2004: 312ff).  
In this project this means that we interpret statements when we listen to the interviews 
by placing them in our theoretical realm of understanding and in relation to the other 
conducted interviews. In order to understand the overall strategic relation, we must once 
again turn to the different statements. This way we as interpreters enter a relation with 
the interview respondent, and it is in this meeting that meaning arises (Højberg 2004: 
312ff). 
 
2.1.7	  Pre-­‐Conceptions	  	  
In accordance with our position within socio-constructivist theory of science, this 
section will depict our prejudices before studying the field. This is done to get our pre-
conceptions out in the open so the reader can see how, where and if we are biased. As 
mentioned in the section 1.1 the service level in the welfare state is under pressure due 
to the demographic development, and therefore the provision of welfare services has to 
be rethought in order to maintain the current level. We believe that the welfare state is a 
good way to organize a society and that it is facing big challenges. 
We are interested in keeping the current service level and therefore it is necessary to 
find solutions that can reduce public expenses. The formation of partnerships between 
the Municipality and SEs with their intrinsic social innovation can be a solution to this. 
Therefore, the collaboration between the Municipality and the SEs can be seen as an 
end to maintain or enhance the service level in the Municipality of Copenhagen. 
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We believe that there has to be a lot of difficulties in the collaboration between the SEs 
and the Municipality. We imagine that there are some small SEs that might be pressured 
into changing their objectives or methods to fit into the institutional structures set by the 
Municipality, which might be a hindrance of social innovation. It is important to stress 
that this project is not done to put further strain on the boundaries between the involved 
parties, but instead it is an attempt to enhance the collaboration by pointing out the weak 
links in the collaboration.   
 
2.2 Empirical Data 
This section will first describe our criteria for selecting the SEs we have chosen to work 
with. Secondly, it will include a short presentation of each of our interviewed SEs and 
the Copenhagen Business Service. Finally, our criteria for selection of SEs will be 
reflected upon. 
 
2.2.1	  Criteria	  for	  the	  selection	  of	  SEs	  	  
We initiated this project with an interest in investigating the relations and collaborations 
between the Municipality of Copenhagen and a handful of carefully selected SEs. We 
chose to set some criteria for the selection of SEs we wanted to work with. This was to 
ensure that the chosen SEs would have some basic traits in common, enabling us to 
compare them or differentiate their cases from one another. 
We chose to take point of departure in the EMES definition of a SE, which was 
originally formulated with special regards to the so-called Work Integration Social 
Enterprises (WISEs). This was due to our initial interest in the relations between WISEs 
and the Municipality. Since then our interest shifted slightly into also including non-
profit enterprises and other types of SEs. This also meant that the criteria we formulated 
to begin with were reconsidered in order to match these new cases with other aims than 
work integration. We still chose the EMES definition as our point of departure, as it also 
can be perceived as a working hypothesis for other SEs besides WISEs. (Hulgård 2011) 
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The EMES definition has three main criteria (Economic, Social and Governance) with 
several sub-criteria to each main criterion (see section 1.3.2). With the EMES definition 
in mind we chose to set following criteria: 
• The enterprise should be created for a social purpose 
• The enterprise has to be private and not be administratively governed by 
the municipality or state 
• The enterprise should have a maximum of 25 paid employees 
• The enterprise should produce a good or service 
Based on these criteria six SEs were chosen, see appendix 1. 
 
2.2.2 Descriptions of the Interviewees 
2.2.2.1	  Allehånde	  Køkken:	  	  
Allehånde Køkken is a WISE with the main objective of creating job possibilities for 
deaf and hearing disabled youth since 2008 by employing and teaching them how to run 
a catering business. They aim at enhancing the opportunities on the job market for this 
target group alongside being role models for other enterprises. The idea for the project 
was originally launched by the Danish organization Døveforeningen, to whom Simon 
Sheard afterwards proposed an idea of creating this SE.  
Allehånde Køkken is run on competitive market terms without subsidies. Their catering 
business offers catering for public organizations as well as private functions, and they 
run a café on Amager in the summertime. They currently employ 26 people. Their 
surplus gets reinvested into the enterprise as a means to create more job possibilities for 
deaf and hearing disabled. As a WISE they also offer a service to the Municipality as 
they employ people from job centers. 
Allehånde Køkken collaborates with the Municipality of Copenhagen administration of 
Employment and Integration. 
Source: Interview with Allehånde Køkken, W1 & W2. 
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2.2.2.2	  fødevareBanken:	  	  
fødevareBanken is a humanitarian organization trying to solve two problems in today’s 
society by tying businesses with a surplus of food to socially disadvantaged groups. 
Their main purpose is to logistically redistribute the surplus food to different 
organizations that either serve it to their guests or pass it on to disadvantaged families. 
Thomas Fremming was inspired by the concept of food banks and started the 
association fødevareBanken in 2009 after visiting food banks in Canada and England. 
He estimates that they help feed around 2800 people every day all year. 
fødevareBanken is run by a staff of seven paid employees who take care of the 
organization and 70 volunteers who redistribute the food. As fødevareBanken is an 
association it enforces a democratic nature. Private pools, sponsors and private 
donations fund fødevareBanken. If the SE creates a surplus it is reinvested in the 
enterprise.  
fødevareBanken has no direct collaboration with the Municipality of Copenhagen, but 
receives donations from the §18 funds that is distributed to volunteer activities with 
social aspects.   
Source: Interview with fødevareBanken & W3  
 
2.2.2.3	  Livsbanen:	  	  	  
Livsbanen is an association working towards civic education with integration being the 
main purpose. It was founded with the focus of engaging troubled youth in activities 
like making rap music, movie- and multimedia production to keep them out of crime 
related activities. Livsbanen’s philosophy is that an experience of success creates 
confidence that can spread to other areas of their lives. The target group mainly consists 
of boys aged 14-19 living in areas affected by crime, and where a lot of people live off 
subsidies by the state. Livsbanen is placed in three socially deprived neighbourhoods in 
Copenhagen. Lisette Willeforte Rasmussen and Jesper Willeforte created Livsbanen in 
2011 on their own initiative.  
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Livsbanen currently employs a paid corps of consultants of about 20 people. Volunteers 
play another crucial part of the organization. The staff working in Livsbanen also 
functions as role models, as many have the same background as the youth. Livsbanen 
does not generate an income besides the funds they get through the Municipality, other 
foundations etc., but as it provides a service of integration it is still categorized as a SE. 
Lisette Willeforte Rasmussen is starting to look into ways in which they can start to 
generate an income.  
Livsbanen collaborates with the municipal administrations of Culture and Leisure, 
Children and Youth as well as Technical and Environmental. Livsbanen also receives 
money from the §18 funds. 
Source: Interview with Livsbanen, W4 & W5 
 
2.2.2.4	  Media-­‐now:	  	  	  
Media-now is a WISE offering web development, apps and graphic design, and also 
maintains the marketing portal Køb Socialt, which sells products produced by other 
Danish SEs. The purpose of Media-now is to create more flex jobs, as they want to 
make it easier for people to find a flex job and through that re-enter the job market. 
Through this they provide a service to the Municipality as they employ people from the 
job centers.  
Trine Uldall, who is the owner of the company, started this SE in 2010. Media-now 
currently employs two paid employees. Their aim is to employ four people on part-time 
by the end of 2014, whose salary will be paid without any kind of public grants.  
Media-now competes on market terms and is independent of subsidies. The surplus will 
be reinvested in creating more job opportunities in the enterprise.  
On a municipal level Media-now collaborates with the administration of Employment 
and Integration. 
Source: Interview with Media-now & W6 
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2.2.2.5	  Muhabet:	  	  	  
Muhabet functions as a café and a drop-in center, where immigrants and refugees with 
psychological issues and mental illnesses in Copenhagen can find peers and get 
counselling. This group of citizens is often an overlooked and marginalized minority 
group to whom the regular offers of psychological treatment are unlikely matches due to 
cultural or linguistic barriers. Emine Ayyildizoglu and Najib Haddar, who saw the lack 
of focus on this target group, started this SE in 2003. The vision and goal of Muhabet is 
to create a more dignified life with a higher degree of life quality as well as working 
towards better inclusion of this group of citizens in society.  
Muhabet is providing a service in hosting a drop-in center, where they have four full-
time employees and 70 volunteers engaged. Besides this they give lectures at different 
educations and municipalities. However, this is only a small part of their income. They 
get their main income from the Municipality of Copenhagen and the Municipality of 
Frederiksberg. 
Muhabet collaborates with the Municipality of Copenhagen administrations of Health 
and Care and Social Services. Muhabet also receives money from the §18 funds. 
Sources: Interview with Muhabet & W7 
 
2.2.2.6	  Settlementet:	  	  
Settlementet is a social organization started in 1911. It has always been active in the 
area of Vesterbro, thus giving them knowledge about the different social issues and 
problems existing in this neighbourhood. The overall focus of Settlementet is to create a 
community with empathy as well as social and cultural equality to all citizens of 
Vesterbro regardless of their age, sex or ethnic background.  
Settlementet overlooks and runs different sub-organizations and produces several 
different kinds of goods and services, besides functioning as a WISE. Settlementet has 
45 paid workers in the five parts of the organization and a group of approximately 250 
volunteers. Examples of their work are running a department of counselling and the 
project of Sidegaden on Saxogade. This project has social inclusion as its main 
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objective, and is aimed at people on state provided subsidies that experience problems 
with re-entering the job market. 
Settlementet’s own estimate is that there is a core group of 4000 people using the 
different facilities offered by the organization. Settlementet has a yearly income of 
about 11 million DKK, where 50 % derives from different pools in the state budget, 25 
% from the Municipality and 25 % from private foundations. If there is any profit, it is 
reinvested in the organization.  
Due to the broad nature of the organization Settlementet collaborates with all seven 
administrations of the Municipality of Copenhagen. Therefore Settlementet has a lot of 
knowledge about the municipal system. 
Sources: Interview with Settlementet & W8 
 
2.2.2.7	  Copenhagen	  Business	  Service	  	  
Copenhagen Business Service functions as the link between the business community 
and the Municipality of Copenhagen. The main objective of Copenhagen Business 
Service is to facilitate and make the process of setting up a business and running it in 
Copenhagen easier. They are knowledgeable of all the municipal regulatory functions, 
and are therefore able to help entrepreneurs and newly started businesses with the 
procedures of seeking different licenses and permits from the Municipality and other 
public authorities. Besides these tasks they collaborate with the businesses in planning 
and setting up projects and other offers which should help to ensure further growth and 
job creation in Copenhagen. 
In relation to entrepreneurial activities, Copenhagen Business Service offers 
entrepreneurial courses and personal guidance to help the entrepreneur in the start-up 
phase of setting up the business. These courses involve everything from accounting to 
different thematic seminars and workshops, which are free to participate in for the 
businesses. 
Copenhagen Business Service will be used as the municipal counterpoint in our analysis 
of the empirical data collected in the conducted interviews with the chosen SEs. 
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Copenhagen Business Service has been chosen as they work with challenges relating to 
the different areas and administrations where SEs operate, and therefore have an insight 
to the area. The reasons for interviewing a representative from Copenhagen Business 
Service and incorporating his answers into our analysis stems from a wish to represent 
both sides. 
Source: W9 
 
2.2.3	  Reflections	  	  	  
In the case of Settlementet, the original organization we wanted to investigate was Café 
Sonja, as they fit our criteria. The leader of Café Sonja referred us to Jakob Hjuler 
Tamsmark, as he is in charge of the collaboration with the Municipality. We went to the 
interview with the impression that the interview would be about Café Sonja. It instead 
turned out that the interview would be centred on Settlementet as a whole - from 
organization to subdivisions – as all the collaboration with the Municipality is gathered 
at the top of the organization. Café Sonja is not in direct contact with the Municipality, 
and therefore we chose to shift focus to the entire organization of Settlementet. This 
meant that the criteria for paid employees did not fit the case, as Settlementet employs 
about 45 people. This was also the case in the interview with Allehånde Køkken, which 
turned out to employ 26 people, and not 12 as stated on the webpage we visited. In both 
cases we chose to include them in our project, as we assess the empirical data of these 
interviews to include interesting facts and points made about the collaboration between 
the Municipality of Copenhagen and bigger SEs. Furthermore, Settlementet has a much 
longer history than our other chosen SEs, and therefore we chose to use the size of 
Settlementet as an advantage to investigate how this has affected their relationship with 
the Municipality compared to the other SEs. 
As the descriptions of the SEs show, all six organizations work towards different social 
aims. This is something we chose actively. We wish to work across different types of 
SEs, which can be a benefit as well as a boundary. It might enable us to see some 
general trends about isomorphic pressures across different types of SEs, but it also may 
make the finding of tendencies more difficult. 
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2.3 Research Methods 
This section will reflect upon our chosen research methods. First our choice of doing a 
multiple case study will be explained, followed by a presentation of our use of the 
method of theoretical triangulation. Finally, our reflections on using the qualitative 
research method of interviewing will be laid out, which includes reflections done before 
and after the interviews. 
 
2.3.1	  Multiple	  Case	  Study	  	  
Our understanding of a case study is related to the definition applied by Yin: 
“The essence of a case study, the central tendency among all types of case 
study, is that it tries to illuminate a decision or set of decisions; why they 
were taken, how they were implemented, and with what result.” (Schramm 
in Yin 2009: 17).  
This explains the actual aim of this project; to see which challenges the SEs are 
experiencing in the collaboration with the Municipality, and what the responses have 
been. To be able to answer the problem formulation it was decided to do a multiple case 
study, as it would provide more data in order to point out tendencies compared to a 
single case study, which would only provide a simplistic image of the collaboration.  
Furthermore, through this multiple case design it is possible to make an analytical 
generalization (Yin 2009: 20). The analytical generalization will be the focus of the 
three analyses, where it will be done using the relevant theories chosen for this project, 
which are elaborated on in the Theory Chapter. It is not possible to make a complete 
generalization, but the tendencies found in the analyses will be discussed as possible 
trends in the field. We are aware of the boundaries of generalizing our results, as the 
trends shown by some SEs might not transfer to all other SEs. To accommodate this we 
have chosen six very different SEs in regards to e.g. size and purpose, so if a tendency is 
present across the spectre it is arguably a more generalizable tendency.  
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2.3.2	  Theoretical	  Triangulation	  	  
For this project it was chosen to use theoretical triangulation, where it is intended to use 
more than one theoretical perspective. Triangulation is to be understood as a metaphor 
and that “the premise was based on the idea of using two known points to locate the 
position of an unknown third point, by forming a triangle” (Thurmond 2001: 253). As 
Thurmond states:  
”The intend is to conduct the study with multiple lenses and questions in 
mind to lend support to or refute findings. In theoretical triangulation, the 
perspectives or hypotheses used in the study may be related or opposed 
viewpoints” (Thurmond 2001: 254).  
With the problem formulation in mind, it was agreed to use the two opposing theories of 
Oliver and DiMaggio & Powell, as they provide two separate points of view in relation 
to institutional theories. This will be elaborated in the Theory Chapter. 
The reason for this type of triangulation is that “theoretical triangulation may be used 
to test various theories by analysing information from the same set of data” (Thurmond 
2001: 254). This quotation describes the method used in this project. The interviews 
with the different SEs will provide the data, and from this data challenges and responses 
to the Municipality will be extracted using the respective theorists mentioned above. 
Some of the disadvantages in using theoretical triangulation are that it does not by 
definition make a study more valid and reliable if more theories are used to support a 
hypothesis (Thurmond 2001: 257). However, in this project the use of two opposing 
theories in combination with the multiple case studies make the analyses more precise, 
as it is based on a broader approach. Furthermore, the theories provided by DiMaggio & 
Powell and Oliver are part of the same theoretical tradition, which makes this project a 
contribution to that debate. 
 
2.3.3 Qualitative Research 
In order to collect as much data as possible, it was decided to conduct qualitative 
interviews with six SEs and with a representative from the Municipality of Copenhagen. 
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This research method was chosen with the problem formulation in mind as it gives in 
depth knowledge about the relationship between the specific SEs and the Municipality. 
This data then allows for thorough investigation of specific challenges and reactions. 
Furthermore, the interviews with the SEs consisted of the same questions as a way to 
easily thematize the answers.  
 
2.3.3.1	  Considerations	  About	  the	  Interviews	  	  
The first consideration was focused on the use of structured or semi-structured 
interviews. It was decided to use semi-structured interviews for all the interviews. The 
semi-structured form is generally used in qualitative interviews. This interview form 
was selected in order for the interviewer to ask further questions and be able to get more 
elaborated answers from the interviewees, if necessary. (Leedy & Ormrod 2010: 188) 
Another consideration for the interviews was whether to conduct the interview in 
English or in Danish. It was decided to conduct them in Danish, as it feels more natural 
for our interviewees. Thereby we expected to extract more useful information. 
The interviews were done using some of the guidelines provided by Leedy & Ormrod 
(2010). Each guideline represented elements that were vital for a useful interview and 
therefore they were important to follow and bear in mind, though some of them were 
enforced more than others. 
For example; “Remember that you are not necessarily getting the facts” (Leedy & 
Ormrod 2010: 192). When the data was collected and the interpretation began, it was 
important to keep in mind that it was not facts that were presented, but personal 
experiences. Therefore several interviews were conducted to be able to compare the 
different experiences. Another example was; “Restrict each question to a single idea” 
(Leedy & Ormrod 2010: 192). To be able to cross-reference and compare the data from 
the different SEs, it was important to focus and narrow down the questions, which was 
done in the interview guide (see appendix 2). 
The last example was; “Ask permission to tape the conference” (Leedy & Ormrod 
2010: 193). This was important to ask the interviewees in advance, so they were 
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prepared. Some people might feel uneasy knowing that they are being recorded and 
therefore it was only polite to ask permission. To avoid any misunderstandings we made 
a contract of confidentiality, where the interviewees could let us know if we were 
allowed to tape the interview and whether or not they would like to be anonymous (see 
appendix 3).  
 
2.3.3.2	  Reflections	  After	  Conducting	  the	  Interviews	  	  
While conducting our interviews we made discoveries that we had not anticipated, 
which had implications for our approach in the following interviews, and in the project 
onward. Practically, we wrote down our experiences after each interview and then 
discussed how to proceed in the next interviews. In the following some important 
discoveries and how we chose to handle these are explained. 
We decided to send the respondents the themes by mail in advance. The purpose of this 
was to get the respondents to think of which encounters they have had with the 
Municipality. We hoped that by giving them the questions in advance this would 
enhance the interview situation and give more detailed answers, than by asking the same 
questions without sending them first. This had different effects though. Some had taken 
small notes prior to the interview, which were points important for them to say. Others 
had prepared long speeches, which will be elaborated in the following experience. We 
still think that sending out the themes prior to the interview had the purpose that was 
intended with it, but this demanded more from us in the actual interview situation. 
Several of the interview respondents saw the interview as a possibility for them to ‘sell 
their organization’. This meant that sometimes we met respondents, who were more 
interested in talking about their organization, their goals and great causes, than 
answering the questions concerning their relations with the Municipality. This meant 
that sometimes the respondent often derailed him/herself, and we found it difficult to 
interrupt their monologue, since this was not useable for us. Instead we were extra 
attentive to whether the question we asked was actually answered, which in many cases 
led to asking the same question again or several follow-up questions. 
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2.4	  Analysis	  Design	  and	  Strategy	  of	  Analysis	  	  
This section first presents our analysis design, which illustrates our working process. In 
the following the strategies of the three analyses will elaborate on our use of the 
hermeneutical tools of coding, condensation and interpretation. These tools are used to 
transforms our empirical data into an understanding within the socio-constructive 
framework (see section 2.1). 
 
2.4.1	  Analysis	  Design	  	  
Figure 2.1 shows the analysis process and design for this project. First the project group 
contacted six different SEs and conducted qualitative interviews with a representative 
from each, thus collecting the empirical data. The processing of this data will be 
elaborated in the following. 	  
  Figure	  2.1	  Analysis	  Design	  
Coding
Analysis of Strategic Relations
Analysis of ResponsesAnalysis of Challenges
Conclusion
Selection of Social Enterprises
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Banken
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2.4.2	  Strategy	  of	  Analysis	  of	  Challenges	  	  
The aim of this analysis was to identify the challenges that the SEs have had in their 
collaboration with the Municipality. Next step was then to thematize and categorize 
these challenges by the meaning of the content. By “categorizing the interviews in a 
project it can provide an overview of large amounts of transcription and make it easier 
to compare and test hypothesis” (Kvale & Brinkmann ed. 2009: 225). This was done by 
using the tools of coding, condensation of meaning and interpreting, first in relation to 
the experiences of challenges expressed by the interviewees, and afterwards in relation 
to the chosen theoretical framework. 
 
2.4.2.1	  Coding	  	  
We started by coding our interviews. This process entailed reading through each 
interview transcription and attaching keywords to each section. The keywords were then 
used as a means to categorize the challenges. The overall keyword for the first reading 
of the transcriptions was Challenges with the Municipality. 
Kvale & Brinkmann mention that “the categories can be developed beforehand, or they 
can arise ad hoc during the analysis” (Kvale & Brinkmann ed. 2009: 225). The strategy 
of this analysis leans more towards the ad hoc approach to categorization. A lot of 
subjects was spoken of throughout the interviews, some of them turned out not to be 
relevant for the focus of this project; other subjects were relevant to the Analysis of 
Responses and Analysis of Strategic Relations. By coding the interviews in the 
proofreading meant that a sorting process of the subjects mentioned in the interviews 
had already begun. The interview material was then reduced to only the statements 
relevant for the analytical sections (Kvale & Brinkmann 2009: 224f). 
 
2.4.2.2	  Condensation	  of	  Meaning	  	  
Afterwards these statements were condensed in a process where we tried to reformulate 
the meaning of the statement, so that the statement would fit into a shorter and more 
precise category. This was a way to thematize the meaning of the different statements 
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(Kvale & Brinkmann 2009: 228). Below is an example of how the identified categories 
was then gathered in order for us to get an overview of which challenges were 
mentioned in which interviews. 
 
Table 2.1 An example of how the challenges will be illustrated in Analysis of Challenges. 
	  
2.4.2.3	  Interpretation	  of	  Meaning	  	  
After condensing the meaning by categorizing the challenges, the next step of the 
process was to interpret the results according to the theory and thereby to unfold the 
meaning again. The purpose of this was to investigate if the challenges could be related 
to any of the three isomorphic pressures. By discussing the relations between the 
challenges and the three isomorphic pressures a new understanding of the challenges 
was provided.  
 
2.4.3	  Strategy	  of	  Analysis	  of	  Responses	  	  
The strategy of this analysis was for the interviews to undergo the same way of coding, 
condensation of meaning and interpretation, only with a different focus. The aim was to 
investigate how the SEs responded to the challenges with the Municipality. 
 
2.4.3.1	  Coding	  	  
At this stage we had already identified the places in the interviews, where the 
interviewee explained the challenges they experienced in their collaboration with the 
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Municipality. The interviews were then read through a second time to search for the 
places where the representatives spoke of their responses to the actions of the 
Municipality. The keyword for this section was therefore responses. This was yet again 
a sorting process. 
 
2.4.3.2	  Condensation	  of	  Meaning	  	  
This analytical process also entailed a condensing process, where the before mentioned 
found statements were condensed into a more precise reaction. This was done to extract 
the essential meaning of the statement (Kvale & Brinkmann 2009: 227). 
 
2.4.3.3	  Interpretation	  of	  Meaning	  	  
Whereas coding and condensation are reductive processes, where you eliminate material 
that is not relevant, interpretation of meaning is in comparison to this an expansive 
process (Kvale & Brinkmann 2009: 230). In this phase we brought the different 
statements into a theoretical framework of both Christine Oliver and DiMaggio & 
Powell, which created a theoretical understanding of the experiences and responses 
made by the SEs. 
 
2.4.4	  Strategy	  of	  Analysis	  of	  Strategic	  Relations	  	  
Analysis of Strategic Responses was created in order to bring the findings from 
Analysis of Challenges and Analysis of Responses into action, where the overall focus 
was to discuss their strategic relations.  The interview with the representative from 
Copenhagen Business Service and a strategy made by the Social Services 
Administration has been incorporated to provide other dimensions to this analysis. The 
interview with the representative was not processed in as strict a manner as the other 
interviews, as the chosen data for the analysis was selected due to its ability to shed a 
different light on the collaboration between the Municipality of Copenhagen and the 
SEs. Therefore the Analysis of Strategic Responses has a more discussing function to it, 
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as the challenges mentioned by the representative from Copenhagen Business Service 
become the counteraction to the challenges described by the SEs. 
 
2.5	  Theoretical	  Framework	  	  
The theoretical framework of this report has been centred on the institutional discussion 
about determinism and reactions to institutional pressure. When analysing the strategic 
relations it was necessary to investigate what possibilities the SEs have of determining 
their own conditions. There are many different views and nuances on what the 
possibilities are when organizations are confronted with institutional pressure, but in 
this report the theoretical framework was chosen to consist of two theories with 
opposite views on the possible reactions to institutional pressures. In this case the two 
theories supplement each other, as they integrate some of the issues lacking from the 
other. 
The theory on isomorphism by DiMaggio & Powell represents one end of the 
discussion, as they have a deterministic view on institutional pressure. When going 
through other theories on this subject it became obvious that many other theorists in 
some way are influenced or inspired by DiMaggio & Powell’s work. Therefore this 
original theoretical work was chosen for the analysis. The main text “The Iron Cage 
Revisited: Institutional Isomorphism and Collective Rationality in Organizational 
Fields” was written in 1983, but is definitely still relevant. The isomorphic pressures 
they described are still valid to investigate in today’s organizations.  
In this report the three concepts of normative, mimetic and coercive isomorphic 
pressures has been used to describe how challenges in the collaboration between the 
Municipality and SEs can be connected to isomorphic pressures. Furthermore the 
deterministic approach in this work was used in a discussion about how deterministic 
the field of SEs seems and how the strategic relations are affected by determinism. A 
critique of this theory is, that it does not consider any other reactions on institutional 
pressure than conformity to the pressures. As the theory describes how the three types 
of pressure causes homogenization in a field, it has been somewhat challenging to 
convert the theory to our examples that focus on how a challenge can occur when 
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homogenization does not happen smoothly. 
Christine Oliver has been inspired by DiMaggio & Powell and presents a very different 
view on the possible reactions to institutional pressure. Her work “Strategic Responses 
to Institutional Processes” can be seen as a counterpart to the theory by DiMaggio & 
Powell, as she has written her theory on the basis of what she found lacking in the 
traditional works by for example DiMaggio & Powell. Although it was published in 
1991, it still gives a very nuanced view of reactions that are available to organizations. 
In this report the complete scale with five strategies and 15 tactics was used as a tool 
when categorizing the reactions made by SEs, however not all were represented in the 
analysis. Also, her critique of the deterministic theories was valuable when analysing 
the relations between the agents. Working with Christine Oliver’s theory we found the 
theory inadequate at times. She mentions briefly the possibility of organizations not 
having enough resources to conform, but her strategic toolbox does not encompass 
strategies for organizations that fight for entering the field. 
Another challenge in relation to our use of Christine Oliver’s theory was that in order 
for us to determine their strategic relation, it was important for us not only to know what 
the strategy was, but also why they chose it. For example, there could be many different 
reasons for an aggressive strategy. In spite of this critic, Christine Oliver provides us 
with a toolbox that helps us determine and articulate the different actions of the SEs, in 
order to answer our problem formulation. 
 
2.5.1	  Description	  of	  the	  Strategic	  Responses	  Scale	  	  
For Analysis of Responses the project group has created a figure that illustrates the 
strategies and tactics from the theory provided by Christine Oliver. The design of the 
figure was thought out to be a scale, where the strategies and tactics are lined up next to 
each other. The scale grows from the most passive strategy (acquiescence) to the most 
active strategy (manipulate). Additionally, within each strategy the three tactics also 
grow from passive to aggressive, e.g. within the strategy compromise, the tactic of 
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balance is passive compared to the more active bargain, where the tactic of pacify lies 
in between. 
The figure seems to show a linear development, however when looking only at the 
tactics it should not be viewed that way, e.g. attack is more aggressive than co-opt. The 
linear development only applies to the overall strategies. The linear figure was made 
with the purpose of providing a visual aid to get an overview of the strategies and 
tactics. This was thought to make the responses found in Analysis of Responses easier 
to compare, and easier to see if any clusters or deviants would occur, or if the SEs 
would be scattered on the scale.  
 
Figure 2.2 Strategic Responses Scale 
 
2.6	  Validity	  and	  Reliability	  	  	  
In the following section we will elaborate on the reliability and validity of our 
conclusions in the project report. In this we are aware of the limitations that our 
interpretation of the produced data brings in respect to our theory of science.  
We believe that our report is valid in respect to our theory of science, theoretical 
framework and our analysis. This is due to the fact that our theories, theory of science, 
methodology and analysis fit together. In terms of the chosen theories, these were 
carefully selected after reading several other texts on institutional theory. Another point 
worth mentioning is that both DiMaggio & Powell as well as Christine Oliver are 
pointed out as main text within this theoretical field of sciences. 
Our analysis is based on the conducted interviews with six SEs and a representative 
from Copenhagen Business Service. We were aware of the coherence between the 
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questions asked and the answers given during the interviews. This meant that we were 
able to ask questions to follow up on what was said in order for us to get the 
interviewees to elaborate or get back on track if the conversation somehow had been 
sidetracked. We tried to avoid asking leading questions, and instead focused on getting 
the interviewees to describe the different nuances of their answers. 
In terms of the conclusion, we are under the impression that our conclusions are useful 
and of interest for the interviewed parties. It was important for us to interview both 
parties involved in order to ensure that our conclusions represent both sides of the 
collaboration. We approach our field of analysis with a wish to improve the relationship 
between the Municipality and the SEs, which is also explained to the reader in the 
project report.  
We chose to let the data control the development of our production of knowledge. This 
was because the conducted data mostly consists of qualitative data. In relation to this, it 
is worth noting that the data in question consists of unique understandings and 
perspectives. A consequence of this is that it is impossible for others to replicate our 
findings. Therefore it has been important to describe the approach we have chosen both 
for the data production and in analysing, which gives a high degree of transparency for 
the reader. By doing this we ensure a higher degree of reliability (Bryman 2008: 31)  
Following this it is difficult to say how generalizational our conclusions are. Our 
conclusions are based on data from our seven interviews and therefore we can only 
conclude on this, but since we have chosen SEs that differ a lot, we believe that we are 
able to see some general trends in our conclusions. This makes our conclusion relevant 
for more actors than the ones we are treating in the project report and because of these 
trends the external validity is higher than otherwise (Bryman 2008: 33).  
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3	  Theory	  	  	  
In this chapter our two main theories are presented. In the first section DiMaggio & 
Powell’s theory on institutional isomorphism is described, followed by an introduction 
to Christine Oliver’s theory on strategic responses to institutional pressure. In the last 
section the theoretical framework is laid out in a theoretical discussion about the 
determinism embedded in the isomorphism theory and the flexibility of choice 
embedded in Christine Oliver’s theory. 
 
3.1 DiMaggio & Powell – Institutional Isomorphism 
3.1.1 An Organizational Field 
Both the Municipality and the SEs are in the market of delivering welfare services and 
therefore we treat them as two agents in the same field. According to DiMaggio & 
Powell an organizational field is: 
“The organizations that, in the aggregate, constitute a recognized area of 
institutional life: Key suppliers, resource and product consumers, 
regulatory agencies, and other organizations that produce similar services 
or products” and continues further “The virtue of this unit of analysis is that 
it directs our attention not only to competing firms […], but to the totality of 
relevant actors.” (DiMaggio & Powell 1983: 148) 
This however, does not mean that the power relation between the two is equal. In an 
institutional field the Municipality has a special role, because it is a regulatory authority. 
This gives them a legal power that the SEs cannot dispute. Furthermore, at a more 
practical level, it is the job of the municipality to redistribute money. They decide whom 
to distribute the money to, and some of this money is the foundation for the existence of 
several of the SEs. 
On the contrary SEs often arise because of a social need. Therefore the SEs can provide 
welfare services that the public system cannot, and thereby they are often in the position 
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where they are able reach people that the municipal system has difficulties in reaching, 
taking care of or employing. 
 
3.1.2 Isomorphic Pressures 
The theory of institutional isomorphism by DiMaggio & Powell does not only describe 
what an institutional field is, it also describes what drives structural change in 
organizations. They argue that organizations over time will move towards 
homogenization for different reasons, but that this process of change not necessarily 
makes the organization more efficient as there are other rationales behind the changes 
(DiMaggio & Powell 1983: 147). 
DiMaggio & Powell use Hawley’s description of isomorphism to describe this process 
of homogenization: “isomorphism is a constraining process that forces one unit in a 
population to resemble other units that face the same set of environmental conditions.” 
(DiMaggio & Powell 1983: 149). Moreover, they use Hannan & Freemans argument, 
that:  
“Isomorphism can result because non-optimal forms are selected out of a 
population of organizations or because organizational decision makers 
learn appropriate responses and adjust their behaviour accordingly” 
(DiMaggio & Powell 1983: 149) 
This push towards homogeneity is embedded in the life cycles of organizational fields:  
“In the initial stages of their life cycle, organizational fields display 
considerable diversity in approach and form. Once a field becomes well 
established, however, there is an inexorable push towards homogenization.” 
(DiMaggio & Powell 1983: 148) 
To gain legitimacy in an established field there can be a strong push towards 
structuration in accordance with the norms of the field. Their theory is therefore quite 
deterministic as organizations are pushed towards homogenization to be able to enter 
and stay in the field, which we will return to later in this chapter. 
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3.1.3 Types of Institutional Isomorphism 
DiMaggio & Powell identifies three different types of institutional isomorphism; 
coercive, mimetic and normative isomorphism (DiMaggio & Powell 1983: 150). 
Coercive isomorphism is defined as follows: 
“Coercive isomorphism results from both formal and informal pressures 
exerted on organizations by other organizations upon which they are 
dependent and by cultural expectations in the society within which 
organizations function. Such pressures may be felt as force, as persuasion, 
or as invitations to join in collusion.” (DiMaggio & Powell 1983: 150) 
Coercive isomorphism can be a response to clear government standards and demands, 
but the coercive mechanism can also be of a more subtle character (DiMaggio & Powell 
1983: 150f). This can for example be changes made in the organization to gain 
legitimacy in the community or to secure certain kinds of funding and grants. Here the 
coercive isomorphism is not a force from outside, but perhaps a necessary survival 
strategy. As the Municipality is a regulatory agent they can exert coercive pressure. 
Another type is mimetic isomorphism, which derives from uncertainty: 
“Uncertainty is also a powerful force that encourages imitation. When 
organizational technologies are poorly understood (March and Olsen, 
1976), when goals are ambiguous, or when the environment creates 
symbolic uncertainty, organizations may model themselves on other 
organizations” (DiMaggio & Powell 1983: 151) 
Mimetic isomorphism is thereby not a rational choice based on an efficiency 
calculation, but when an organization faces a problem with ambiguous causes or unclear 
solutions, a successful and highly legitimate organization can serve as “…a convenient 
source of practices that the borrowing organizations may use.” (DiMaggio & Powell 
1983: 151) As the Municipality is established in the field, they can serve as the frame of 
reference on which organizations model themselves after. 
The third type is normative isomorphism and is connected to professionalization. When 
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a field is professionalized there is created certain norms and values that constitute the 
field. Professionalization is described as: 
“the collective struggle of members of an occupation to define the 
conditions and methods of their work (…) and to establish a cognitive base 
and legitimation for their occupational autonomy.” (DiMaggio & Powell 
1983: 152) 
DiMaggio & Powell identifies two sources of isomorphism arising from 
professionalization; the first is the role of universities in which certain culture and 
norms are taught. This creates a group of people who will most likely occupy the same 
kind of jobs and have the same background. The second is the professional networks 
where organizations meet and ideas are spread (DiMaggio & Powell 1983: 152). If 
problems are centred on differing norms and values it can be argued to trace back to 
problems relating to normative isomorphism. 
The deterministic character of the three types of isomorphism stands out, as the theory 
describes how and why homogenization happens, and does not consider any other 
reactions than conformity. 
 
3.2	  Christine	  Oliver	  -­‐	  Strategic	  Responses	  to	  Institutional	  Pressures	  	  
Quite a different view on the process of structural change can be found in “Strategic 
responses to institutional processes” by Christine Oliver (1991). According to Oliver 
there is a big potential for institutional theory to incorporate a view of organizations as 
having an active attitude towards institutional pressures. Oliver thus tries to move 
institutional theory away from the deterministic understanding that has been the 
historically dominant one (Oliver 1991: 145).  
Oliver’s theory describes the different approaches organizations can choose in dealing 
with institutions, and the pressure put on the organizations to conform. By including 
different aspects from institutional theory and resource dependency theory Oliver 
proposes five strategies that organizations can use towards institutional pressures. 
Organizations can respond with the following strategic responses; acquiescence, 
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compromise, avoidance, defiance and manipulation. These strategies vary in their 
degree of passivity or activeness towards the institutionalized pressures, where 
acquiescence is the most passive and manipulation the most active. Under each strategy 
are three tactics and these will be described in the following part: 
Acquiescence can come in three different forms; habit, imitation and compliance. Habit 
refers to fully adherence to values or rules that are so imbedded in society that they 
seem like social facts. The institutional pressures are so rooted, that organizations take 
them for granted. Imitation refers to mimicry of institutional models. Mimicry can be 
conscious or unconscious and the tactic is consistent with mimetic isomorphism. Where 
imitation could be unconscious, compliance is defined as being; “[...] conscious 
obedience to or incorporation of values, norms, or institutional requirements.” (Oliver 
1991: 152). 
Compliance is therefore the most active of the three strategies within acquiescence, 
since the organization is aware of the pressures from the institutional environment 
(Oliver 1991: 152). When following these strategies the SEs would fully conform to the 
rules of the municipality – the difference vary in relation to how conscious the SEs are 
about it. 
Compromise is a strategy that is useable when an organization is faced with pressures 
from many different institutions and when there might be some inconsistencies between 
the external pressures and the internal goals of the organizations. There are three 
different types of compromise tactics; balance, pacify and bargain with external 
constituents. Balancing tactics refer to the handling of different demands from various 
stakeholders and internal interests. The organization acts to satisfy the different 
stakeholders as much as possible. Pacifying tactics is also about satisfying stakeholders 
with interests that differ from the internal expectations. Bargaining is an active tactic 
compared to the other in this category. Bargaining refers to organizations effort to get 
some concessions from an external stakeholder in its claims or expectations towards the 
organization. (Oliver 1991: 154)  
The SEs would use these tactics if they experience that the expectations from the 
Municipality is somehow in opposition to the interests of some of the other 
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stakeholders. How they choose to accommodate the expectations from the Municipality 
is what would differ in this strategic category. 
The next strategy in handling institutional pressures is avoidance. This is defined as 
follows; “as the organizational attempt to preclude the necessity of conformity” (Oliver 
1991: 154). Again there is three different tactics within this strategy, respectively; 
concealment, buffering or escape. Concealment tactics refers to the organization 
painting a picture perfect, as being an acquiescent organization but in reality not 
conforming to the institutional pressures. Buffering refers to an organizations attempt to 
minimize the external supervision of the organization. Escape is when the organization 
decides to exit the field where the pressures are put upon the organization to change its 
goals and activities in order to avoid having to conform to the institutional pressure. 
(Oliver 1991: 155)  
The pressures from the Municipality on the SEs might turn out to be so strong, that it is 
difficult to accommodate. The SEs can then choose to hide their inability to comply or 
they can choose other partners or markets to try to deal with the intensity of the 
pressures put on them by the Municipality. 
Defiance is the fourth strategy, and it is considered more active than the foregoing. 
There are three different tactics within the strategy; dismissal, challenge and attack. 
Dismissing institutional rules is a tactic used when the organization assess that there is 
little or no sanctions related to this, or when the internal and external expectations 
differs extremely. When an organization challenge rules and norms it will “go on the 
offensive in defiance of these pressures and may indeed make a virtue of their 
insurrection.”(Oliver 1991: 156). Attack as a tactic of defiance differs from the others 
by the level of intensity and aggressiveness in their active exit from institutional 
pressures and expectations. The organization can respond to the pressures and values 
put on them by assaulting the organization from which the pressures stem, to criticizing 
them. (Oliver 1991: 156f)  
The last of the five strategies is manipulation. The manipulation strategy is the most 
active of the five strategies because it is intended to change the pressures put upon the 
organization from external stakeholders. Manipulation can be divided into three 
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different tactics; co-opt, influence or to control institutional pressures. The tactic of co-
opting is when an organization in a situation where it is pressured from institutions, tries 
to co-opt the source of the pressure and thereby stopping the pressure. By doing so the 
organization infiltrates the controlling organization and thereby becomes a part of the 
decision body. Influence tactics is when an organization tries to gain power so it can 
change institutionalized values and norms and thereby makes its own practice good 
enough to live up to the applicable norms. Controlling tactics refers to specific efforts to 
gain power and domination over the external constituents that are pressuring the 
organization. This tactic is the most active or aggressive because of its goal on gaining 
domination rather than influence. These strategies would relate to lobby work of the SEs 
inside the Municipality in varying degrees and with different strategic methods. 
Oliver argues that by implementing these five strategies into the body of institutional 
theory, it would be possible to shift the view of the organization as a victim of 
isomorphism, into being a more proactive and less compliant participant within the 
institutional framework. In order to create an overview of the strategies the SEs use in 
Analysis of Responses, we have formed an illustration of the strategies as follows (see 
section 2.5.1): 
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3.3	  Discussion	  on	  Determinism	  	  	  
The following section will elaborate on the deterministic tendencies in the theory of 
isomorphism in contrast to the greater flexibility shown in resource dependency theory, 
which is used by Christine Oliver. This theoretical framework will be applied in 
Analysis of Strategic Relation in a discussion on relations between the Municipality and 
SEs. 
DiMaggio & Powell describes the environment in which organizations operate as one 
dominated by structures determining the ways that organizations can act. The 
deterministic view on isomorphism is a structuration process, meaning that the pre-
existing pressures and expectations that the organization meets in the environment, is 
created by other (more powerful) agents working within the same field, represented in 
our project by the Municipality. 
DiMaggio & Powell paraphrase Scheillings (1978) description of isomorphism as being 
the driving force behind homogenization of organizations, where: 
"[...] organizations in a structured field [...] respond to an environment that 
consist of other organizations responding to their environment, which 
consists of organizations responding to an environment of organizations' 
responses." (DiMaggio & Powell 1983: 149) 
The isomorphic process is in this sense a social constraint, where the structures forces 
the organization to react to the pressure that they experience in the environment. This is 
due to the fact that what is at stake is not only the fight of financial resources. DiMaggio 
& Powell argues that:  
 "Organizations compete not just for resources and customers, but for 
political power and institutional legitimacy, for social as well as economic 
fitness. The concept of institutional isomorphism is a useful tool for 
understanding the politics and ceremony that pervade much modern 
organizational life." (DiMaggio & Powell 1983: 150) 
The level of competition is then often an important part of the institutional context, and 
must be considered when trying to map out the organizational field. In our project the 
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Municipality is a regulatory agent, which gives them a great power. This power comes 
to show in their power to decide who gets funding for their projects, but they are also 
distributors of legitimacy. Because the Municipality is in such a powerful position this 
organizational field might be seen as deterministic, according to this theory.  
Compliance to institutional pressure are furthermore rewarded by the environment, 
which for example could mean:  
“[…] increased prestige, stability, legitimacy, social support, internal and 
external commitment, access to resources, attraction of personnel, fit into 
administrative categories, acceptance in professions, and invulnerability to 
questioning.” (Oliver 1991: 150)  
For the SEs in this project this would mean that by conforming to institutional 
pressures, this could give them a lot of stability and recognition, which could help their 
security and survival. 
Oliver on the other hand, wishes to show that there is a potential for institutional theory 
to include interest-seeking active organizational behaviour instead of just viewing the 
organizations as passive and inactive towards institutional pressures, but to do so means 
that the general view among institutional theorists needs to change (Oliver 1991: 146).  
In doing so, Oliver is inspired by resource dependency theory, which offers a view on 
the organization as having greater and more flexible possibilities, when responding to 
institutional pressures, than suggested by institutional theory. She starts by mapping out 
the general assumptions and differences between institutional theory and resource 
dependence theory in order to compare them. The many similarities draw her to the 
conclusion, that there is a potential for incorporating aspects of resource dependence 
theories into the body of institutional theory and isomorphism. The selected theories 
have some similarities: (1) They both believe that organizational choice is limited by 
different external pressures, (2) environments are collective and interconnected and (3) 
organizations have to be responsive to external demands and expectations in order to 
survive. (Oliver 1991: 146) 
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But resource dependency theory advocates that when faced with strong pressures, 
organizations can choose a variety of different responses, as explained in the paragraph 
above (Oliver 1991: 150). The advantage of this approach is for the organizations:  
“[…] the ability to maintain discretion or autonomy over decision making, 
the flexibility to permit continual adaption as new contingencies arise, and 
the latitude to alter or control the environment in accordance with 
organizational objectives” (Oliver 1991: 150)  
The freedom in this theoretical approach compared to DiMaggio & Powell’s would give 
the SEs the possibility to strive more for their own goal and do what fits their 
organization best, instead of imitating the Municipality, which not necessarily have to 
be the most efficient system for their organization. 
According to Oliver, institutional theory and resource dependence theory view the role 
of context differently. Resource dependence theory puts emphasis on the fact that most 
organizations have to deal with a wide range of demands, often incompatible, from a 
great variety of external agents. Institutional theory on the other hand focuses primarily 
on the constraints of the institutional environment (Oliver 1991: 147).  
This leads Oliver to conclude, that resource dependence theorists put emphasis on the 
organizational necessity of adapting to environmental uncertainty and actively 
managing or controlling resource flows. Institutional theorists on the other hand stress 
the survival value of conformity with the institutional environment and the advisability 
of adhering to external rules and norms (Oliver 1991: 148). These different ways of 
reacting to institutional pressures shows the differences in assumptions about 
awareness, the degree of choice and self-interest, which organizations have in handling 
external constraints.  
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4	  Analysis	  of	  Challenges	  
This analysis is an identification and thematization of the different challenges we found 
in the interviews conducted with the SEs. The challenges are closely related to each 
other and it is therefore difficult to make clear-cut boundaries between them. This 
thematization is done to provide the reader with an overview of the experienced 
challenges in the collaboration between the agents. In the thematization it was found 
that all of the challenges were to some extent represented in several of the six 
interviews. This indicates that there are some general trends in the experiences of 
collaborating with the Municipality.    
 
4.1	  Challenges	  in	  the	  Collaboration	  	  
4.1.1	  Collaboration	  Between	  Administrations	  	  
The Municipality consists of seven different administrations with different areas of 
expertise and responsibilities. This structure gives an overview of the whole 
organization, while this also enables the public to place the responsibility of their issues 
within the municipal framework. However, this physical structure seems to pose 
challenges for the collaboration between SEs and the Municipality. 
Allehånde Køkken and Livsbanen both mention challenges relating to the horizontal 
collaboration between administrations. A general tendency in these interviews is that 
the municipal structure makes it harder to keep an overview of the different areas of 
responsibility. This puts greater demands on the SEs, as they must navigate through the 
system (Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:17:27). On the other hand, as SEs are hybrids and 
consists of a resource mix, this places demands on the partners to be able to handle new 
matters.  
Allehånde Køkken can provide an example of the capacity of SEs and the new things 
that can arise in these kinds of organizations: A disability pensioner works at Allehånde 
Køkken a couple of hours a week, and thinks he might be able to return to the labour 
market in a flex job. It is quite rare for a disability pensioner to return to the labour 
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market, which makes this a great achievement for the man, for Allehånde Køkken and 
for society, and all people Gyrithe J. Lem speaks to in the Municipality agrees. 
(Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:23:58) 
Though, still to this day the man has not been transferred from disability pension to a 
flex job. Even though everybody agrees it is needed, the disability pension department 
and the flex job department are still not able to work together on changing the 
circumstances for this man. Gyrithe J. Lem is being referred from one person to the 
next, instead of the administrations talking to each other and solving this across 
administrative boundaries (Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:23:58). 
 
4.1.2	  The	  Internal	  Structure	  of	  the	  Administrations	  	  
Another challenge mentioned in the interviews is the hierarchical internal structure of 
the administrations, which also reflects a challenge with the vertical structure. 
Allehånde Køkken and Livsbanen both experience problems finding the right 
employees, who work with the specific issues related to the needs of the SEs. The 
navigation through the system is even more difficult due to the different offices and 
departments inside the administrations. Gyrithe J. Lem from Allehånde Køkken 
expresses that this challenge is present within the different job centers in Copenhagen, 
where applications can be misplaced, and "[...] nobody knows where it has gone, or who 
is handling the case" (Allehånde Køkken ed. 2013, 00:17:27). This leads to much 
frustration and can in some cases lead to a standstill. 
Also, the numerous stages a specific problem has to go through, from the employees in 
a specific institution through leaders to consultants and finally to the right 
administrative person, makes problem solving a time consuming process. This is 
something Lisette Willeforte Rasmussen from Livsbanen talks about; she expresses that 
there is a long way from the employee on the street to the employee inside the 
administration, which can prolong the process (Livsbanen 2013, 00:45:37).  
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4.1.3	  The	  Mindset	  of	  Separate	  Areas	  of	  Responsibilities	  	  	  
The separate administrations pose not only a physical barrier, but also a mental one. 
According to Allehånde Køkken, fødevareBanken and Settlementet challenges occur 
because of a special mindset of separate areas of responsibilities concerning 
collaboration between administrations. The SEs describe how they have great ideas to 
solve the administrative problems by collaborating with several of the other 
administrations. Allehånde Køkken suggests that the cantina in an administration could 
be run by a SE that hires socially vulnerable people, who otherwise would have to go 
through the job centers (Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:32:31). However, these ideas are 
shot down as different administrations are in charge of different assignments (Allehånde 
Køkken 2013, 00:31:49). To realize these ideas the administrations would have to 
change their way of working due to differing goals.  
The mental division of responsibilities and narrow focus on individual assignments 
within the Municipality impedes the collaboration between the involved agents. The 
following quotation illustrates this difference in mindset between the Municipality and 
the SEs: 
“Yes, it is affected by different norms. And another thing is, that they are 
thinking inside the box. We, on the other hand, can say that we can deal 
with employment, we can deal with health, we can deal with environment.” 
(fødevareBanken ed. 2013, 00:37:36) 
The SEs focus on the social needs and possible solutions, but do not think in 
administrative divisions, which then can cause a challenge. Therefore, they perceive it 
as a challenge when the departments in the Municipality are mostly interested in taking 
care of their own areas of responsibility instead of the problems of the city as a whole: 
"What is my concern then, is that the Health and Care administration would 
be interested in collaboration, as long as we're talking elderly people, and 
the Social Services administration is willing to talk as long as we're 
discussing social outcasts. I don't really focus on whether it is elderly or 
social outcasts, all I see is citizens" (Settlementet ed. 2013, 00:49:41)  
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Another way of looking at this mental barrier is as a consequence of the physical 
structure of the Municipality. This structure does not encourage collaboration due to the 
multiple different agendas, as Jakob Hjuler Tamsmark from Settlementet states: 
“There is a pronounced tendency that when one gets higher up in the 
organization, typically where lawyers, accountants, experts enter the 
picture, that is when things start to fall apart. Then the Municipality 
suddenly is no longer just one Municipality, but x number of administration 
who have x number of interests, x number of political agendas which are not 
necessarily coherent. This confronts us, me as the manager and my 
colleagues in other NGO’s and voluntary social organization, with the 
challenge that it is our job to navigate through the different departments” 
(Settlementet ed. 2013, 00:30:34) 
Our interviews showed that this was a problem for both small and big SEs.  
 
4.1.4	  Lack	  of	  Communication	  	  
Related to the themes above is the challenge of lack of communication. This can both be 
lack of communication between administrations, inside administrations or between the 
Municipality and the SEs. 
This theme is strongly explained in the interview with Muhabet. Somewhere in the 
collaboration on funding, the communication between Muhabet and the different 
administrations within the Municipality went wrong: 
"Because we have contacted the politicians, the politicians in the Social 
Committee. They say 'but you have received what you usually get, 500.000?' 
Yeah, that was what we received last year [...] but we were set to receive 
more than that. But they never saw that. We don't know what happened, and 
we might never will. It irritates me [...] I've repeated [to the administration, 
ed.] you could have informed us so that we could have gone out and done 
some lobbying towards the politicians, done something ourselves. But it all 
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happened with a calm and quiet assurance that the administration would get 
us in [the budget, ed.]" (Muhabet ed. 2013, 00:12:50). 
Muhabet was expecting more funds from the budgets of the Social Committee, as the 
administration promised to recommend an increase of funds to the committee, however 
Muhabet never received further funding. 
 
4.1.5	  Legislation	  	  
Another overall challenge detected in the interviews with the SEs is dealing with laws 
and legislations, which all of the SEs mentioned in the interviews. The SEs express the 
need for more flexibility in relation to the legislations. There are several different layers 
where other agents determine how the legislation affects the relationship between the 
Municipality and the SEs. Even though the Municipality is a regulatory agent, it is 
constrained by laws coming from a higher level, for example by the Government or the 
EU. Therefore their hands are tied in some aspects of the collaboration with the SEs 
even though they want to help. An example is when the national law on employment 
sets some strict rules for internships and part time jobs (Media-now 2013, 00:21:40). 
The arena where SEs and the Municipality mostly deal with legislation in their 
collaboration is when the legislation has to be converted into practices in the SE. This 
challenge is intermingled with the challenges related to different norms of the agents. 
The SEs focus on the individual needs whilst the Municipality focus on the bigger 
picture. For example the laws regarding internships and flex jobs can seem quite rigid. 
Both Media-now and fødevareBanken has experienced that private firms working with 
job placement are easier to work with, as they focus more on the needs of the 
individuals (Media-now 2013, 00:26:57; fødevareBanken 2013, 00:16:03). 
A lot of the SEs wish for more flexibility regarding the practical enhancement of the 
legislation, since this would make it easier for them to achieve their goals. Both Media-
now and Livsbanen mention the rigid rules as a hindrance in their collaboration with the 
Municipality. At the same time they acknowledge that it has to be this way. According 
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to Lisette Willeforte Rasmussen, a solution to the lack of flexibility could be to focus on 
individual contracts instead of one-fits-all legislation: 
"Contracts, is one of the things I imagine - agreements on expectations in 
some kinds of standard contracts, which can be tailored to fit the different 
collaborations. Where it is possible to say 'we can, you can, together we can 
- and this is something we don't get involved with'. And then I know, we're 
into the rigidity again. But it has to be contracts that are stretchable and 
bendable." (Livsbanen ed. 2013, 01:01:08) 
Some of the rigid rules sometimes stand in contrast to the very essence of the SEs and 
therefore this leads to some difficulties in the collaboration. Muhabet for example 
mentions that the Municipality’s demand on user-based councils is in opposition to the 
very purpose of the organization. This might only involve the more resourceful guests 
with the least personal problems, and will thereby not be representative of the different 
users of Muhabet, and would furthermore disturb the safety and recognisability that 
Muhabet represents to their guests (Muhabet 2013, 00:27:41) 
 
4.1.6	  Differences	  in	  Language	  	  
Media-now and Livsbanen mention this barrier. The differences in language in this case 
is closely linked to the legislation, meaning the judicial language. The language in 
which the laws are written is not as easy to understand as the spoken language, and 
according to our interviewees it is difficult to navigate the systems, as they do not 
always understand the written legislation. 
Trine Uldall from Media-now provides an example, as she got help from a friend to 
understand the legislation, and without that help she would not have known what was 
possible or impossible; 
"[...] and then I had this friend who knew a lot about the flexjob legislation, 
so she could guide me through what was possible and what was impossible. 
That was a huge help, because I am not the one to sit down and read the 
legislative texts and understand it immediately. So I'm not actually certain 
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that I would have done it, if it wasn't for her, because if you only know what 
is possible after reading the whole law, then… Then I'd might not have come 
this far, I think" (Media-now ed. 2013, 00:07:54) 
In regards to this, Trine Uldall from Media-now has been very lucky to know someone 
who could point her in the right direction, but not all SEs are this fortunate. To know 
how to navigate the legislation is not something everybody is capable of, especially not 
without any kind of guidance. 
 
4.1.7	  Lack	  of	  Advisement	  	  
As a consequence of the differences in language the need in SEs for advisement is great. 
The lack of advisement is a challenge expressed by Muhabet and Media-now. Muhabet 
turns to other sources of guidance, as they do not expect any advisement from the 
Municipality (Muhabet 2013, 00.38.50).  
The SEs work with the Municipality in multiple ways: they have to follow the 
legislation, they apply for money and they become employers, which requires fulfilling 
different demands, especially if you employ people with special needs. All of this can 
be very difficult to understand and manage. Livsbanen was fortunate because they got 
an advisor from the Municipality for a year through a project called ‘mini-partnership’. 
Lisette Willeforte Rasmussen describes how the advisor contributed to the partnership 
with huge interest and support in times of obstacles and how the advisor helped when 
she wanted to give up. As mentioned in the previous section Trine Uldall from Media-
now also received important guidance, though this was from a personal source. She 
expresses that there is still a need for other types of guidance, like in accounting etc. 
(Media-now 2013, time 00:07:54). 
However, not all of them have been as fortunate as to get this kind of help from quite as 
knowledgeable people. All the interviewed SEs expresses difficulties manoeuvring the 
system of the Municipality. This is of course the case in any newly started business, but 
as mentioned in the Problem Area in this report (see section 1.1), the SEs interact more 
often with the many different administrations within the Municipality, and this increases 
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the complexity and poses a bigger challenge than normal. Therefore the lack of 
advisement can be a huge obstacle for many SEs.  
 
4.1.8	  Differences	  in	  Norms	  	  
The Municipality and the SEs seem to differ on some central norms, which can pose a 
challenge as it can make collaboration difficult if the two agents have different goals 
and criteria of success. This is one of the only themes that appear as a barrier in all of 
the interviews. 
Norms are what can be referred to as unwritten rules in society or as John Fiske states: 
“a norm […] describes the common practices of a group or society” (2011: 95). Based 
on the findings in the interviews, the SEs and the Municipality are viewed as two 
separate groups with different norms. E.g. the SEs focus on the creation of social value, 
while the Municipality focus on both the creation of economic and social value. 
To show how a challenge can arise from difference in norms, a few examples are 
described in the following. The examples shown here describe how the SEs have 
experienced this clash of norms:	  
“I actually went up to Mikkel Warming [in 2007 and 2008, ed] and said 
'what are you doing here, let me show you what I can do'. And then I took 
this box of apples and a box of fruit, and said 'this is surplus goods, look at 
the quality of them, I can make sure that they are distributed to your 
citizens'. His reply was that there was no doubt that it is a sympathetic 
project, it's difficult to find counterarguments to it, but it is not a municipal 
task to feed its citizens, so why fund this [project, ed.]? It doesn't say 
anything in the Law of Services that you need to feed the citizens of the 
country. I became a bit sad upon hearing that.” (fødevareBanken ed. 2013, 
00:21:23) 
This statement by Thomas Fremming shows how differently the agents view the tasks 
that lie before them. Thomas Fremming believes that in order to solve the challenges, 
fødevareBanken and the Municipality have to work together, but even though Mikkel 
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Warming, the mayor of the Social Services in Copenhagen at the time, thought it was a 
good idea, he denies with reference to the legislation and the purpose of the 
Municipality. This shows an underlying difference in norms about problem solving and 
interdisciplinarity. 
Lisette Willeforte Rasmussen from Livsbanen provides another example that illustrates 
the difference in norms: 
“There has been this municipal mantra that goes 'we don't want another 
project manager, we want to invest in the things that makes a difference'. 
And I agree with that, but you need to remember, that when you only choose 
to invest in what works and the already established [projects, ed.] - then 
there's a whole lot of entrepreneurs getting choked.” (Livsbanen ed. 2013, 
00:44:08) 
What becomes the issue then is that the Municipality chooses to invest in those projects 
that prove their worth by documenting the direct changes they make, or only choose to 
fund the most promising SEs. This belief in using established organizations to solve 
problems show how the Municipality and the SEs have opposite norms, as SEs work 
with new and innovative projects, where it can be difficult to measure and prove the 
impact of these projects.  
 
4.1.9	  Replacement	  of	  Personnel	  	  
During the interviews it was made clear by our respondents that an obstacle in the 
collaboration with the Municipality often was related to the organization's relationship 
to their designated caseworker. This personal relationship has a frail edge to it, as 
replacement of personnel is common in the municipal administrations. Media-now, 
Allehånde Køkken and Muhabet all mention this as a somewhat frustrating part of the 
collaboration with the Municipality. 
Simon Sheard from Allehånde Køkken describes it as an obstacle occurring in relation 
to more practical political decision-making: 
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"I think they listen. I think it is difficult, those solutions do not happen over-
night. [...] We might just have agreed upon something and then three weeks 
later, he might be fired. That's politics. And if you don't think on a far-
sighted scale, you only focus on here and now, then it might not always be 
the most appropriate solutions you come up with" (Allehånde Køkken ed. 
2013, 00:38:32) 
On a more practical level it also affects the time spent on processing the individual case, 
as every time a new caseworker is put on the case, the case will be placed on top of the 
pile of all the other cases this person has to deal with. Other times it is just time 
consuming for the SEs to fight for their causes again and again. Trine Uldall from 
Media-now describes her experience with replacement in the following:  
"[...] the job consultant, they change on a regular basis, so there's been 
quite a few different ones. I mean, the first person we hired, who was here 
for two years, I think she had five different job consultants during that 
period. It's not the optimal solution that there's so much replacement" 
(Media-now ed. 2013, 00:16:11). 
The replacement of personnel therefore becomes a problem on a political as well as a 
practical level. 
 
4.1.10	  Lack	  of	  Follow-­‐up	  on	  Cases	  	  
In relation to the experienced obstacles in replacement of personnel, some of the 
enterprises has experienced that the follow-up on cases was either prolonged or lacked 
due to different reasons. The lack of follow-up is something that Media-now, Livsbanen, 
Allehånde Køkken and Muhabet mention as an issue of concern. Trine Uldall from 
Media-now thought that the follow-up on the individual cases was only half done:  
"[...] you sign these papers when negotiating the contract for the practical 
work, but then they more or less lets go. I don't think this is the actual plan, 
but they don't really follow the citizen closely [...] I think that there could be 
some more realistic guidelines for the citizen, or put some more effort into 
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it, but instead it sometimes feels as if it's fine if just the citizen has been 
through the system, and then it's on to the next case. [...] Instead of setting a 
plan in interest of the individual, because that's just too much work” 
(Media-now ed. 2013, 00:17:03) 
It seems as if the SEs all experienced this issue as either a result of lack of resources, 
personnel or time spent on the individual case by the Municipality.  
 
4.1.11	  Lack	  of	  Legitimacy	  	  
A lack of legitimacy proved to be a factor that some of the SEs experienced as being a 
barrier in their collaboration with the Municipality. In the case of fødevareBanken and 
Muhabet there is a direct link between the Municipality’s lack of acceptance and 
recognition of their work and perception of them as legitimate partners. 
Lise Poulsen from Muhabet expresses it as being an enervating process of constantly 
trying to win the Municipality's acceptance of their work. She describes the relationship 
between the Municipality and Muhabet the following way:   
“But they did not want to commit to us, so we're kind of the stepchild, that's 
how we perceive it. We're tolerated, and they know that we can reach a 
group of people that none of the other places related to the social psychiatry 
can - refugees, immigrants.” (Muhabet ed. 2013, 00:10:21)  
This metaphor shows how Lise Poulsen experiences the lack of legitimacy, as they are 
not fully accepted or acknowledged. She expresses that they do not feel that the 
Municipality appreciates the value they generate through different activities. Even 
though their work makes a difference in the local community, their status as a private 
organization forces them to prove their worth even harder in order to get the attention of 
the Municipality. Furthermore, it is difficult to measure the social value, which they 
generate. 
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4.1.12	  Economic	  prioritization	  	  
Muhabet, Livsbanen, Media-now and fødevareBanken all express this challenge, which 
relates to the economic prioritization made in the Municipality’s yearly budget. The 
Municipality does not have unlimited resources and therefore have to prioritize their 
funding, which means they cannot support all SEs. All of the interviewed SEs apply for 
some kind of economic support from the Municipality, be it §18 or support for the 
hiring of disabled people. There seems to be a mental connection between the receiving 
of economic support and the feeling of recognition and acceptance among the 
interviewees. The lack of economic support in one SE is a clear example of this:  
“Then I said, when you look at how they have prioritized in the Social 
Committee, those projects, then they have prioritized a lot of projects for 
female immigrants, who also include some from our target group. [...] then 
we just say – where do the men go? It is clearly given low priority, and is 
our target group. And there are a lot of men, who can come here, who do 
not have any other places than Føtex or the Central Station […] It 
undermines this target group, it is not a priority of this target group. It's a 
shame." (Muhabet ed. 2013, 00:15:52) 
The Municipality has to prioritize what projects to fund, but what the SEs want is a 
more transparent approach to why the Municipality choose some projects over others. 
Trine Uldall from Media-now also mentions this kind of economic prioritizing as an 
obstacle. In her case it became very explicit when some of the economic support they 
used to receive to upgrade the qualifications of their part time staff stopped (Media-now 
2013, 00:11:36). 
Furthermore, Thomas Fremming from fødevareBanken mentions this challenge in 
relation to how the Mayor of Social Services told him that it was not their responsibility 
to feed their citizens, and that the Municipality does not have enough resources to fund 
all SEs. In relation to this Fremming expresses that fødevareBanken do not wish to be 
dependent on the Municipality for funding, but instead wishes to be seen as a partner. 
This would entitle them to be seen as an investment instead of an expense 
(fødevareBanken 2013, 00.50.04).  
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4.2	  Summary	  	  
The 12 challenges described above are all intertwined, and one specific challenge might 
be linked to several of the themes. As an example the lack of communication can be 
challenging both in relation to the horizontal structure among administrations and the 
vertical structure inside the administrations.  
Table 4.1 below is created from the analysis, and shows which challenges the SEs has 
experienced.  
 
Table 4.1 Challenges experienced by the SEs 
A general tendency to be drawn from this is that many of the challenges are shared by at 
least two to four SEs, and only one of the themes has a single SE linked to it. Two 
challenges are shared by all of the SEs. As our cases differ very much in size, scope and 
purpose, it is very likely that some of these challenges might also be found in other SEs 
collaboration with the Municipality of Copenhagen. 
Collaboration between
administrations
Media-now fødevareBanken Settlementet Allehånde
  Køkken
Muhabet Livsbanen
The mindset of separate
areas of responsibilities
Lack of communication
Legislation 
Di!erences in Language 
Lack of Advisement 
Di!erences in norms
Replacement of 
personnel
Lack of follow-up
on cases
Lack of legitimacy
Economic prioritization
X X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X X
XX X
X
XX
X
X
X
Collaboration between administrations
The mindset of separate areas of responsibilities
The internal structure of the administrations
Lack of communication
Legislation 
Di!erences in Language 
Lack of Advisement 
Di!erences in norms
Replacement of personnel
Lack of following-up on cases
Lack of legitimacy
Economic prioritization
NormativeCoercive Mimetic
X
X
X
X
X
X
XX
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
XX
The internal structure of
the administrations
X
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The size or lifetime of the SE seems to make a slight difference, since Settlementet is 
the only one with only three challenges. The rest are categorized in about five to eight 
themes. 
 
4.3	  The	  Isomorphic	  Pressures	  	  
DiMaggio & Powell’s isomorphic pressures are closely linked and are difficult to 
separate. Therefore, the following analysis will focus on tendencies in the different 
challenges. This means that a challenge can be argued to be both mimetic and coercive. 
Furthermore, the Municipality is viewed as a regulatory agency, which signifies that 
they are an agent in the field along side the SEs, but also has the responsibility of 
enforcing the legislation. It can therefore be difficult to differentiate when it is the 
legislation from the government or EU, or the bureaucratic system of the Municipality 
that forces an isomorphic pressure. 
In the following subsections it will be elaborated upon which isomorphic tendencies are 
found in the challenges.  
 
4.3.1	  Tendencies	  Towards	  Coercive	  Pressures	  	  
The legislation is a formal pressure as explained by DiMaggio & Powell. It is a clear 
government demand, and therefore the challenge of the legislation can be related to a 
strong coercive pressure for the SEs. Although they are having difficulties maneuvering 
inside the frames set by the legislation, the pressure to conform is great, as they 
otherwise might not be seen as legitimate agents in the field. To change a legislation or 
law is a comprehensive job to do, and in many cases the SEs do not have the time or 
resources to attempt this.  
Furthermore, the challenge economic prioritization is discussed to be in connection with 
a coercive pressure, as the Municipality has to prioritize within their budget. If the SEs 
experience challenges in relation to the economic prioritization, they are experiencing a 
coercive pressure, as it is the Municipality that has the decision power. This institutional 
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pressure stems from the structure of the Municipality and as in the case of challenges of 
the legislation the SEs have to find a way to be seen as legitimate agents, if they are to 
receive any funds. However, it could be argued that the economic prioritization is a 
normative pressure as the prioritization could be based on difference in norms between 
the Municipality and the SEs. In this case the coerciveness seems more present than the 
normative pressure.  
 
4.3.2	  Tendencies	  Towards	  Normative	  Pressures	  	  
The different administrations have different goals, networks and methods of work, 
which separate the mindsets of the administrations. Therefore it can be argued that the 
mindset of separate areas of responsibility stems from a difference in 
professionalization as each administration foster certain norms in their employees. A 
normative pressure can then explain the challenges occurring in working across the 
administrations, as the administrations are pushed towards different goals. 
The difference in norms illustrates the norms of citizens with a practical hands-on 
experience as opposed to norms of the public administration, which have other 
regulatory and administrative goals. The challenges occurring from these differences 
stem from e.g. their different professional background or the networks they are part of. 
Thus, it can be categorized as challenges occurring from normative pressures, as there is 
a pressure to conform to the norm of another group in society. The same tendency is 
also revealed in the difference in language, as the different professional backgrounds 
are important. 
The challenges related to the lack of legitimacy are also due to a difference in norms. 
This is illustrated in the choice of how the Municipality prioritizes some groups or 
projects in their budgeting, and also in their recognition of some organizations more 
than others. Therefore, to become viewed as legitimate they have to conform to the 
Municipality’s norms. 
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4.3.3	  Tendencies	  Towards	  Mimetic	  and	  Coercive	  Pressures	  
	  	  
Mimetic pressures are caused by uncertainty, which for example arises when goals are 
uncertain, when the cause of a problem is ambiguous or the solution to a problem is 
unclear. Especially this last cause is relevant in our case. A lot of the challenges the SEs 
experience in working with the Municipality are related to administrative and 
bureaucratic uncertainty. As the Municipality is a regulatory force, problems with the 
structures of the Municipality can be seen as a coercive pressure, but it can also be seen 
as a mimetic pressure, as a result of uncertainty. Internal structure, replacement of 
personnel, lack of communication, lack of follow-up on cases and collaboration between 
administration all relate to confusion as a result of the structuration and the everyday 
practice of the Municipality.  
The uncertainty can be seen as practices that create a mimetic pressure, which pushes 
the SEs towards imitation of other legitimate agents. The problem in this view relates to 
the habit and routines in the administrations. The mimetic pressure arise when the 
system of interlocked practices of the people in the Municipality are so unforeseeable 
and inflexible, that what is actually the most efficient outcome for all parties does not 
happen. However, these challenges arise from the structure of a regulatory agent, and as 
the everyday practices is tightly connected to the legislation it could be seen as pointing 
at a tendency towards a coercive pressure. Since the Municipality is organized the way 
it is, and is not easily changed, the SEs have to adjust to this structure to gain legitimacy 
and influence. Therefore it is argued that the challenges mentioned above show 
tendencies towards both mimetic and coercive pressures.  
The challenges related to collaborating with the Municipality of Copenhagen do not 
solely occur for SEs, but could also be the case for normal for-profit-enterprises. In spite 
of this, these isomorphic pressures seems to be a bigger problem for the SEs, because 
they are more dependent on the Municipality for e.g. funding. Moreover, they often 
employ or take care of people that are registered or are in contact with the municipal 
system. 
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5	  Analysis	  of	  Responses	  	  
The following analysis has been divided into subsections describing each of the SE’s 
individual responses to the challenges described in Analysis of Challenges. At the end 
of each subsection there is a small summary and a figure that illustrates where the SE is 
placed on the Strategic Response Scale. 
 
5.1	  Allehånde	  Køkken	  
Influencing	  to	  gain	  access	  to	  market	  	  
A central challenge for Allehånde Køkken is that the employees in the Municipality do 
not work together across different administrations. Simon Sheard from Allehånde 
Køkken argues that the task of finding work for vulnerable citizens and the buying of 
services in the Municipality should be thought of as a complete package instead of 
separated into different administrations (Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:29:17). He 
suggests that there could be contractual demands for a specific percentage of vulnerable 
citizens hired in businesses that deliver services to the Municipality as this could 
optimize the collaboration between the Municipality and service providing SEs 
(Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:53:17). E.g. if the cantina in a public administration were 
run by a social business that hired socially vulnerable people, it could save the 
Municipality a lot of money, as the money generated from sales would create more job 
opportunities for other socially vulnerable citizens (Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:32:31). 
As Simon Sheard argues: 
 “I can not understand that they [the Municipality ed.] send people into job 
training which they pay for, and then afterwards pay another [company ed.] 
to deliver some services instead of using the same money.“ (Allehånde 
Køkken ed. 2013, 00:32:31) 
This solution would, in Sheard’s perspective, be a more effective and considerate way 
of using municipal funds. Allehånde Køkken has responded to this challenge by using 
the tactic of influencing the mindset in the different job centers, by arguing the 
rationality and economic benefits of this solution (Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:29:17). 
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Simon Sheard states: “[I ed.] think the greatest obstacle for us is that our competitors 
are too heavily situated in our Municipality because they have been there so many 
years” (Allehånde Køkken ed. 2013, 00:47:06). 
According to Simon Sheard, SEs with small-scale production have difficulties entering 
the municipal market of service provisions, which in his opinion is one of the greatest 
obstacles (Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:49:00). The procedures for buying services are 
however about to change as the Municipality is focusing more on buying from SEs, 
which hopefully will make it easier for the SEs to enter the market (Allehånde Køkken 
2013, 00:47:06).  
 
Lobbying	  as	  a	  manipulative	  strategy	  	  
Allehånde Køkken has from the beginning been very active in lobbying their case to the 
Municipality. Simon Sheard is sure that their experience of smooth communication with 
the Municipality is a result of this (Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:18:39). This way they 
have actively influenced how the Municipality perceives the enterprise. According to 
Simon Sheard:  
“They [the Municipality ed.] must choose where they put their resources as 
they themselves want some results. If we call we might get five minutes, 
because they know that we can deliver. And if it is someone they don’t know 
and they don’t have proof that they can deliver a result, and they don’t have 
that much time – then I know what I would choose.” (Allehånde Køkken ed. 
2013, 00:27:31)  
Another way Allehånde Køkken tries to influence the Municipality is by attending 
different meetings (Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:35:23). In this sense, Allehånde 
Køkken uses the manipulative strategic tactic of influence as an attempt to change the 
municipal norms, which will hopefully lead to further changes in the collaborative 
conditions.  
Allehånde Køkken has also participated in a municipal committee working with 
defining what a SE is, and how to improve collaborations between SEs and the 
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Municipality (Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:42:12). This could be seen as a co-opting 
tactic, as Allehånde Køkken joins the networks that negotiate and decide conditions for 
their field of operations. Gyrithe J. Lem stresses the importance of going to these 
meetings as a means to make their opinions heard (Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:36:58).  
Both Gyrithe J. Lem and Simon Sheard think that this way of long-term influencing by 
lobbying and voicing their opinions and suggestions work, and they are under the 
impression that they are being listened to. They also both agree that it will take more 
time to see the results, as these changes do not happen overnight (Allehånde Køkken 
2013, 00:38:16, 00:38:32). The fact that Allehånde Køkken persistently lobby as a 
means for getting their opinions through, shows how the tactic of influencing can be 
used in matters of dialogue. This tactic helps to increase the legitimacy of the 
organization, as it is acknowledged by the Municipality, but on the terms set by 
Allehånde Køkken.  
 
Conforming	  to	  institutional	  pressures	  	  
Simon Sheard and Gyrithe J. Lem has overall experienced the collaboration with the 
Municipality as successful, but they do have examples of how this has not always been 
the case. Gyrithe J. Lem described how she used days trying to get hold of the right 
municipal employee, when one of Allehånde Køkken’s employees wished to be 
transferred to a flex job from the status of disability pensioner. She criticizes that no one 
knew the right procedures or could refer her to the person in charge, but instead kept 
referring to other departments, and the case ended with Allehånde Køkken postponing 
to find a solution to the problem (Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:22:02).  
This illustrates how Allehånde Køkken has been the subject of isomorphic pressures. 
Gyrithe J. Lem had a goal when contacting the Municipality, but had to give up her 
quest as the procedures were too embedded in the administration. This could imply that 
by consciously giving in to the structural procedures of the Municipality, Allehånde 
Køkken ended up using the tactic of compliance.  
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Challenging	  the	  Municipality	  	  
Simon Sheard also experienced cases that were difficult to get through the municipal 
system. He points at the ever-changing personnel and procedures as the reason for the 
ignorance met in these cases (Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:25:20). Allehånde Køkken 
has currently appealed two cases, which have become matters of principle as correct 
compensation for interpreters are necessary for Allehånde Køkken to keep the deaf 
employees in their staff (Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:49:44). Simon Sheard expresses 
that they persistently appeal these cases, as he cannot accept the employees’ different 
interpretations of the legislation (Allehånde Køkken 2013, 00:51:36). By publicly 
appealing the administrative decisions, Allehånde Køkken shows a strong use of the 
tactic of challenging the municipal system. They even make a virtue out of opposing the 
municipal decisions, as this is done for the good of future cases and better 
enlightenment in the Municipality about the needs of hearing impaired citizens. 
Another example of how Simon Sheard has used the tactic of challenging the 
Municipality was in the start-up phase were he experienced lack of knowledge inside 
the administrations: 
“I could not accept that there was a caseworker in the Municipality who did 
not know what we should do. I could not accept that I didn’t know either 
and I could not accept that there could be so many different interpretations 
of the legislation. […] We used quite some time educating their [the 
Municipality’s ed.] own employees.” (Allehånde Køkken ed. 2013, 
00:20:01) 
The use of the tactic of challenging also influenced their future terms and collaboration 
with the Municipality. This has proved to be a time and energy consuming way of 
approaching the Municipality, but also a successful one. 
 
Escaping	  municipal	  demands	  	  
One last strategy worth mentioning is in regards to how Allehånde Køkken has chosen 
not to receive any grants or funding from the Municipality. Allehånde Køkken is a 
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business competing on equal terms as for-profit enterprises, and it is very important 
continuously to be economically sustainable for Allehånde Køkken (Allehånde Køkken 
2013, 00:07:47). Simon Sheard states the reason for this:  
“We should not just get a lot of young people involved in a project a year or 
two, where there are grants that suddenly stops. And then fuel the dreams of 
these young persons, which they can’t follow through, because there is no 
money.” (Allehånde Køkken ed. 2013, 00:07:47) 
This could be argued to resemble an avoidance strategy, more specific the tactic of 
escape. This SE would rather compete on equal terms with other private companies than 
depend on funds from the Municipality.  
 
Summary	  	  
Allehånde Køkken uses several different tactics in relation to the institutional pressures, 
but with an overall active attitude in their strategies. In some cases they have had to use 
the tactic of complying with the Municipality as the structures are too rigid for them to 
change. However, they have expressed strong opinions about how the field and 
conditions for social enterprises should be, and through networking and lobbying they 
try to influence and co-opt the field. The tactic of influencing seems to have been 
successful, as Sheard and Lem feel they have contributed to changes. They combine this 
with the tactic of challenging the Municipality whenever they encounter obstacles or 
norms they do not believe in. Furthermore, it is important for Allehånde Køkken to be 
economically sustainable which resembles the tactic of escape. 
This level of aggressiveness in their strategies could stem from the fact that they are 
economically independent and therefore there are no apparent economic sanctions 
related to criticizing the Municipality. Another reason for their successful 
communication is because they have unique knowledge about their field of expertise, 
which gives them an advantage.  
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Figure 5.1, Allehånde Køkken’s strategic responses 
 
5.2	  fødevareBanken	  
Rejection	  of	  collaboration	  	  
The financial relation between fødevareBanken and the Municipality is very limited, 
because the Municipality rejected to economically support fødevareBanken on the basis 
of the legislation 'Serviceloven'. This legislation does not state that it is the 
responsibility of the Municipality to provide food for its citizens. Therefore the 
Municipality does not have the incentive for supporting a project like fødevareBanken 
(fødevareBanken 2013, 00:21:23). However, fødevareBanken does receive some funds 
from the Municipality of Copenhagen. Thomas Fremming estimates that 
fødevareBanken has received around 100.000 DKK in 2013 from the §18 funds, which 
is earmarked for organizations with voluntary activities (fødevareBanken 2013, 
00:24:06).  
By seeking funds from §18 fødevareBanken has found another way of receiving 
economical support from the Municipality. This way of raising funds through 
applications is related to the tactic of compliance, where the organization is fully aware 
of the procedures and pressures from the institutions and actively chooses to follow 
them. 
 
Other	  partners	  	  	  
The Municipality’s rejection of forming a partnership has forced fødevareBanken to 
seek alternative partners for funding and redistribution of food. fødevareBanken 
received some funds from the Danish Ministry of Social Affairs for their initial start-up, 
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but it was made clear that they had to find other means of funding in the future. The 
ministry advised them to contact some private agents to form partnerships with 
(fødevareBanken 2013, 00:38:40). The shift in focus from wanting to collaborate with 
the Municipality to collaborating with private agents can be seen as an escape tactic, 
where fødevareBanken has to change field of operation in order to survive.  
Another example of this tactic is the fact that fødevareBanken is planning on expanding 
by establishing a collaboration with a group of municipalities in Jutland. Thomas 
Fremming notes that there is a greater level of collaboration between the municipalities 
and the private enterprises in Jutland, than in Copenhagen. Furthermore, he is under the 
impression that there is more willingness from the municipalities to collaborate with a 
food bank in Jutland (fødevareBanken, 2013, 01:08:01). Through this fødevareBanken 
has a better chance of influencing the terms of collaboration, as it was the municipalities 
that initiated the contact and showed interest in the possibility of establishing a food 
bank. The more legitimacy fødevareBanken can gain the better, as this will enhance 
their chances of influencing the process of implementation of how a food bank should 
be driven. If this were to happen fødevareBanken would have the chance of using the 
tactics of influence and co-opt. 
fødevareBanken does not have a formal collaboration with the Municipality of 
Copenhagen, but collaborates with other social organizations in Copenhagen. Some of 
these organizations are economically dependent on the Municipality. They feel they 
have to conceal their collaboration with fødevareBanken, as they fear cuts in funding 
from the Municipality on the grounds of the money saved from the food donations made 
by fødevareBanken (fødevareBanken 2013, 00:24:06). This issue leads back to the 
challenge of fødevareBanken not being accepted as a legitimate agent by the 
Municipality. However, the Municipality cannot really sanction fødevareBanken for 
helping to reduce food-related costs in other social organizations. This creates a vicious 
circle, where fødevareBanken neither receives municipal recognition through funding, 
nor can they get official credit from their partnerships with other organizations. This 
does not help fødevareBanken to gain more legitimacy in the institutional environment, 
which causes them to escape the field to focus on private partners like the mentioned 
social organizations.   
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Partnership	  with	  the	  Municipality	  	  	  
In order to set up a partnership between fødevareBanken and the Municipality, there 
needs to be a change in norms inside the Municipality in order for them to perceive 
fødevareBanken as an important partner (fødevareBanken 2012, 01.06.30). Thomas 
Fremming looks to other countries for inspiration to see what they have done in order to 
incorporate food banks in their systems (fødevareBanken 2013, 00:46:50). A step 
towards a partnership with the Municipality could be for fødevareBanken to increase 
their level of lobbyism. Thomas Fremming does mention that they try to gain awareness 
from the politicians in the Municipality through the tactic of influencing:  
"Now, of course there is an election coming up so we have a lot of 
politicians coming out here and we're trying to work this way through. The 
politicians we are talking to are primarily in the city council and they are 
very pro this [case ed.]. They sit in different places. At the moment, it's 
mainly Mikkel Warming and Frank Jensen, who we should talk to. They 
asked their administration and they are still saying that 'we do not have to 
feed our citizens, we have no funds to run you, we have no more money'. 
Then see us as a partner instead. We can boost your organization so you 
should invest in us” (fødevareBanken ed. 2013, 00:50:04).  
The quote above both illustrates the frustration that Thomas Fremming is experiencing 
in dealing with the Municipality, and the way he is trying to influence the institutions 
through lobbyism. Thomas Fremming is under the impression that the Municipality has 
sympathy for their cause, but not enough to fund them. Even though Thomas Fremming 
shows interest in forming a partnership between fødevareBanken and the Municipality, 
he still sees some advantages in not being economically dependent on the Municipality. 
One of the benefits is that this ensures some freedom and enhances the survival of the 
organization to be economically independent from the Municipality (fødevareBanken 
2013, 00:50:04). 
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Summary	  	  	  
In sum it is possible to see three different tactics that fødevareBanken makes use of. In 
the limited collaboration with the Municipality, fødevareBanken complies. This 
situation where fødevareBanken actually wants to comply, but cannot due to their 
purpose is not included in our theoretical framework, as mentioned in section 2.5.  
However, since there is a limited collaboration between the two, this means that 
fødevareBanken has almost no obligations towards the Municipality, which gives a lot 
of freedom. At the same time this forces fødevareBanken to look to other partners for 
economic support in order to ensure their survival. By continuing to work with other 
partners fødevareBanken can develop into a strong organization without municipal 
interference. This has a strong resemblance with the escape tactic. In order for 
fødevareBanken to be an accepted agent within the institutional field, fødevareBanken 
has to persuade the Municipality that their purpose and goals lays within the municipal 
responsibilities. This can strategically be done through the tactic of influencing. 
 
 
Figure 5.2, fødevareBanken’s strategic responses 
 
5.3	  Livsbanen	  
Engaging	  the	  right	  people	  	  
Livsbanen has had some very fortunate circumstances surrounding the organization, 
which has had positive influence on their collaboration with the Municipality. Lisette 
Willeforte Rasmussen describes in the interview how their advisor helped them to 
navigate in the municipal system, as well as helping them when applying for private 
funds (Livsbanen, 2013, 00:12:08, 00:48:59). 
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Livsbanen is a unique case, as their organizational structure is different from the other 
SEs represented in this project.  Lisette Willeforte Rasmussen describes how their board 
as well as their think tank consist of people that have been elected because of their 
professional background as well as their wish to create change for youth in 
neighbourhood’s affected by crime (Livsbanen 2013, 00:31:59). It is a wise move seen 
from a strategic point of view, as insight in the educational functions and the municipal 
levels are effective tools when problem-solving. 
Smooth navigation helped by a municipal advisor can be related to the tactic of 
compliance, where Livsbanen consciously tries to understand and follow the municipal 
structures by following the advisors lead and guidance. As Lisette Willeforte 
Rasmussen explains, this way of incorporating the right resourceful people stems from 
her own business, where she works a lot with networking (Livsbanen 2013, 00:28:52).  
 
Conforming	  to	  pressures	  	  
Livsbanen also experiences institutional pressures so strong, that they need to conform. 
Even though it seems as if the organization has only had smooth sailing in their 
collaboration with the Municipality, it has not always been this way. Lisette Willeforte 
Rasmussen describes how she and her partner came to the conclusion that they had to 
choose their battles with caution: 
"[We ed.] shared our opinions everywhere, with the result that people 
sometimes were like 'what the hell are they talking about, they're not 
professionals' [...] we kept thinking 'we're going to revolutionize the system' 
- but then we came to the agreement that there are some things that you can 
influence, and then there are things you can have an interest in and maybe 
we should just stop using energy for something that can't really be 
influenced anyway." (Livsbanen ed. 2013, 00:52:20) 
The statement illustrates how Lisette Willeforte Rasmussen and her partner Jesper 
Willeforte have changed their attitude towards the Municipality over time. They wanted 
to change the institutional structures, but realized that these were not changeable. 
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Therefore they had to accept and conform to these structures for Livsbanen to be 
perceived as a legitimate agent. 
Lisette Willeforte Rasmussen also argues, that Livsbanen’s wish for immediate action in 
cases that involves children in vulnerable situations often becomes obstructed by the 
municipal procedures of reporting in these cases: 
"I don't understand why I can't just go to the leader of the club and tell what 
I've experienced in the studio, [...] We can't because there's confidentiality. 
And I just can't wrap my head around that, we're helping these kids right, 
but then there's a person in another department of the administration of 
Social Services that tells me that there needs to be a code of confidentiality 
[...] And it's logical. But it impedes the fast reaction to this kid's situation." 
(Livsbanen ed. 2013, 00:59:07) 
As Lisette Willeforte Rasmussen describes it, the situations of these kids are worsened 
every day their cases are being processed. In her opinion it is possible for the 
Municipality to learn something from associational activities, as their direct contact with 
the kids and their parents mean that they can engage more actively in the situation: 
”They the [Municipality ed.] can also do things we can't, but if it was 
possible to combine this, then it would be great to get the recognition that 
you're capable of doing different things” (Livsbanen ed. 2013, 00:59:07) 
This quotation expresses a frustration over how the size of the administration and their 
time processing cases has negative impact on the individual in question. But as this is 
the regulatory way of doing reports, there is not really much to do about it. This is 
another example of how Livsbanen has to accept the structures and the rules, even 
though this becomes a hindrance for the goal of the organization. Livsbanen then has to 
make use of the tactic of compliance to collaborate with the Social Services 
Administration.  
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A	  matter	  of	  conflicting	  methods	  and	  procedures	  	  
Even though Livsbanen in some cases has to conform to the municipal pressures, in 
other cases the will of Lisette Willeforte Rasmussen and Jesper Willeforte to manage 
Livsbanen as they wish persists, even though some of the more rigid rules appointed by 
the administrations become obstacles. Lisette Willeforte Rasmussen illustrates an 
example of this, as she describes how some procedures and regulatory framework for 
working with kids does not fit well with the way Livsbanen functions: 
"We can have a parental contact that the public sector can't. Then there are 
issues regarding confidentiality and what and who are allowed to talk to 
whom. We don't really care about that [...] And that's when we clash, when 
we do something that the municipal system aren't allowed to do. And how 
can you be partners with the Municipality, when we basically have a 
different code of conduct?" (Livsbanen ed. 2013, 00:53:36) 
Lisette Willeforte Rasmussen describes how they have joined a municipal project with 
young kids. Through this activity Livsbanen had an employee who by working on this 
project had access to the phone numbers of the young kids. These phone numbers were 
used by Livsbanen in a later project, where Livsbanen wanted to contact the parents of 
the kids to get them to come and see an exhibition of their children’s paintings. This is 
something that the Municipality normally would not do, and Livsbanen were contacted 
and told not to use the phone numbers. (Livsbanen 2013, 00:54:45).  
As Lisette Willeforte Rasmussen points out, it can be rather difficult to figure out what 
you are allowed to do when you are not officially a municipal organization but at the 
same time collaborates. Their response to this incident was, that they in the future might 
not work as closely with municipal projects. This is an avoidance strategy, more 
precisely the tactic of escaping institutional pressures. 
 
Summary	  	  
To sum up, Livsbanen primarily uses two responses to obstacles met in their 
collaboration with the Municipality; complying and escaping. Their engagement of an 
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adviser means that they have an advantage in dealing with the Municipality, as her 
knowledge and municipal background is a force in most cases. Livsbanen uses the tactic 
of compliance as she leads the way. The conscious engagement of people with 
municipal and educational backgrounds in the board and think tank of Livsbanen helps 
find solutions to matters at a municipal level.  
At the same time Livsbanen shows an interest in being a more autonomous organization 
without too much municipal interference. They use the tactic of escape when they do 
not agree with the municipal procedures.  
 
 
Figure 5.3, Livsbanen’s strategic responses 
 
5.4	  Media-­‐now	  
Difficulties	  in	  entering	  a	  field	  	  
Media-now is an interesting case due to their experiences with establishing themselves 
within a new field. Trine Uldall, the founder of Media-now, met a lot of challenges in 
the beginning, e.g. understanding the norms, the rules and the legislation on being an 
employer, especially concerning employment of people in flex jobs. The theoretical 
framework of Christine Oliver does not describe difficulties in entering an institutional 
field. Oliver’s strategies signals different roles once an organization is situated in the 
field, but this does not cover the difficulties in learning the rules and norms of the field 
for newcomers. However, DiMaggio & Powell touch upon this subject by referring to 
Hannan & Freeman. They argue that newcomers will be pushed by isomorphic 
pressures to either adapt to the structures and rules of the field, otherwise they will not 
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become an accepted agent. This view seems to resemble Media-now’s experienced 
difficulties. 
Trine Uldall was fortunate to have a personal contact and a network to help her 
understand the rules and norms of the field (Media-now 2013, 00:07:54). In this case it 
was not easy to get guidance from the Municipality as opposed to the case of Livsbanen, 
where the Municipality gave an advisor to them for a year. This difference in experience 
signals the powerful position the Municipality possess and the different conditions for 
newcomers in the field, as both Livsbanen and Media-now are relatively new SEs. Trine 
Uldall elaborates on the difficulties of understanding the legislation, when she suggests 
the possibility for small businesses to share a person with some legislative expertise: 
“I think that is a brilliant idea. Because then you do not have to almost 
pretend that you are a social worker, pretend that you know this law. What I 
mean is, you actually fight sometimes to sit down and understand it [the law 
ed.], because if you are good at making graphical design, then that is not 
the same, then you are usually not good at understanding a law just like 
that. […] It takes up a lot of energy for small businesses” (Media-now ed. 
2013, 00:32:47) 
What is also important to notice in this quotation is that Trine Uldall feels that she 
almost needs to pretend to know all the rules. This could be understood as the use of the 
tactic of concealment, as Media-now tries to appear as though everything is in order. 
But what is important to notice, is that Media-now do not wish to disguise a 
nonconformity due to a will to manipulate the system, but the difficulties in entering a 
field can be so comprehensive that disguising their inadequacy becomes a survival 
strategy. Therefore this case is categorized as a complying tactic, and not a concealment 
tactic, as they do their best to live up to and understand the rules. This is supported by 
Trine Uldall’s wish to hire a private legislative specialist, who can help her understand 
the system, as it expresses a wish to follow the rules and norms of the municipality. 
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Working	  within	  the	  municipal	  rules	  	  
Media-now has existed for approximately three and a half years and has had people in 
flex jobs and internships employed for different intervals and periods of time (Media-
now, 2013, 00:02:22, 00:16:11). The organizations purpose is to employ people with 
special needs, but faces difficulties with legal regulations being too inflexible. This was 
the case with a homeless man who became an intern at Media-now, who at first showed 
progress, but afterwards did not function in the environment. Trine Uldall elaborates on 
this case:  
“We can do the technical knowledge and the guidance and all that, but if it 
regards to the heavier cases, where you really have to know the system and 
the law and the loopholes – we cannot do that.” (Media-now ed. 2013, 
00:26:57) 
This quotation illustrates how Trine Uldall knows the limits of their knowledge about 
the system, and which target groups they have difficulties reaching when working inside 
these frames. They want to employ socially vulnerable people, but to be able to help 
improve their situation in life, they need more assistance from the Municipality in these 
matters. This shows how Media-now use the tactic of complying with the rules and 
procedures of the Municipality, but at the same time are very aware of how they are 
limited by this. 
Another example of Media-now complying with the institutional pressures is in case of 
a former drug addict who used to be an intern at Media-now. He made progress in his 
rehab, but the Municipality refused to extend his internship, so he had to stop. Because 
of the good relationship between them, Trine Uldall is still in contact with him. His 
father now employs him, but the company is placed in Jutland, which is problematic 
since his family lives in Zealand. Trine Uldall plans on helping him by letting him have 
an office space when Media-now is moved to a bigger location. This way Media-now 
can continue to help him technically with his tasks for his father (Media-now 2013, 
00:21:40).  
These two cases show how Media-now is subjected to isomorphic pressures. To fit in 
the framework of the Municipality’s procedures Trine Uldall has then adjusted their 
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practices, although this in reality seems to limit the scope of their social goal. Therefore 
Media-now ends up complying with the pressures, although Trine Uldall does her best 
to help their former employees. 
 
Finding	  other	  partners	  	  
Throughout the interview Trine Uldall express a general discontent towards the 
administrative thinking in public job centers and their lack of follow-up. According to 
Trine Uldall there is a tendency of clients turning into numbers in the job centers. The 
job centers get rated on how many people they get employed and therefore have a 
tendency to let go of their clients too easy, instead of helping them to secure a 
sustainable job (Media-now 2013, 00:17:03 and 00:26:57). The procedures in the job 
centers has had the consequence that Media-now wants to choose a private job center 
the next time the organization employs a person in a flex job.  
This is an expression of the tactic of escape. Here the escape tactic is not understood as 
the entire organization changing the overall strategy or mission, but as a response to a 
discontentment with the treatment of people looking for flex jobs. Media-now does not 
try to change the system or protest against it, but chooses another agent in the field with 
the conviction that this can ensure a better collaboration.  
As explained in the beginning, Media-now experiences institutional pressure put on 
them. This explains why Media-now chooses an avoidance strategy when seeking other 
agents than the Municipality. By escaping the field Media-now hopes to no longer be 
affected by the same degree of institutional pressures. 
 
Summary	  	  
Media-now is using the strategic tactics compliance and escape in the collaboration with 
the Municipality. Media-now does not agree with some of the legislation regarding flex 
jobs, but accept it and therefore comply. Afterwards they try to help the people in flex 
job positions with other aspect than direct employment. This way Media-now manages 
to help without defying the Municipality. The use of the tactic of escape is illustrated in 
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their wish to work with private agents instead of the Municipality due to the 
unsatisfying experience in the public job centers.  
 
 
Figure 5.4, Media-now’s strategic responses 
 
5.5	  Muhabet	  
Dismissing	  the	  Municipal	  guidelines	  	  
The relations between Muhabet and the Municipality are multifaceted as Muhabet 
strives to be accepted by the Municipality, but have some core issues upon which the 
organization cannot compromise. 
In the following section two cases are described, as these indicate how the norms of the 
Municipality and Muhabet differ, and how Muhabet is responding to the institutional 
pressure from the Municipality. The first case concerns how Muhabet serves free food 
for their guests. Their argument for doing so is that this benefits the individual, Muhabet 
and the society (Muhabet 2013, 00:25:25). The free-meal initiative is made possible as 
Muhabet collaborates with FødevareBanken who gives them surplus food. But the issue 
concerning free meals is something the Municipality and some other drop-in centers 
disagree with due to different norms (Muhabet 2013, 00:25:25). In spite of this Muhabet 
maintains the concept. This is a strong reaction as Muhabet decides to openly dismiss 
the municipal standpoint:  
”It is a provocation, but here we like to provoke because what is the 
alternative? That is, we have a hungry man here, and we have a box of food, 
which we throw out, because we aren’t allowed to hand it out.” (Muhabet 
ed. 2013, 00:26:50) 
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The second case worth noting is described in the following statement: “We do not have 
user councils either, as the Municipality of Copenhagen demands, actually because they 
have looked away in regards to this matter.” (Muhabet ed. 2013, 00:27:41). This is due 
to the fragile target group who need a safe and familiar environment. Lise Poulsen is 
under the impression that user councils do not really function anywhere (Muhabet 2013, 
00:27:41). In this situation Muhabet has used the tactic of dismissal. Another key issues 
Muhabet does not wish to negotiate is the sanctity of the anonymity of the users 
(Muhabet 2013, 00:29:59). 
 
The	  failure	  of	  acquiescent	  strategies	  	  	  	  
According to Lise Poulsen, Muhabet experiences a paradoxical challenge as the 
organization fulfils a lot of the requests made by the Municipality, but it does not feel as 
if these initiatives are being appreciated or rewarded:  
”So that is when I say, we are a stepchild. What more can we do? We are 
innovative, [we have] new ideas, we are frugal, we have so many 
volunteers, we think socio-economic [...] All those elements makes us what 
we are, and it is what the Municipality calls for. Everybody wants people 
who think innovative thoughts. And then in the end we are not rewarded for 
doing it” (Muhabet ed. 2013, 00:24:15)  
Lise Poulsen also explains how their efforts in analyzing and documenting evidence for 
their work is not appreciated (Muhabet 2013, 00:29:59).  By producing documentation 
of the impact of their work, Muhabet tries to gain the acceptance by the Municipality 
and other agents working within the same field. Muhabet uses the tactic of compliance 
in these examples, as they are very conscious about what the Municipality requests, and 
how they live up to it. 
Another example of how Muhabet is struggling to get recognition for their work is 
when their employees give presentations at different educations and in the Municipality, 
but still Muhabet is not invited to share their knowledge further or develop the 
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knowledge on their specific field in collaboration with the Municipality (Muhabet 2013, 
00:34:21). Once again Muhabet complies, but does not get any rewards for it. 
 
Influencing	  the	  Municipality	  	  
	  	  
Muhabet is situated in the Municipality of Frederiksberg, although most of their funding 
comes from the Municipality of Copenhagen (Muhabet 2013, 00:08:45). Muhabet 
participates in different networks, but the fact that the organization lies in Frederiksberg 
gets them sidelined (Muhabet 2013, 00:08:45). Lise Poulsen feels like their target group 
is not prioritized, which they try to improve by inviting politicians and relevant 
committees to visit Muhabet. Despite the good intentions they are met with after each 
visit, it is not possible for Lise Poulsen to see any financial results of these visits in form 
of increased funds (Muhabet 2013, 00:19:31, 00:20:52). This shows how Muhabet tries 
to make use of the tactic of influencing the field, as they try to create attention to the 
importance of their case, which is also apparent in their vision: “Our vision is that the 
Danish society, that the municipalities in the capital, will see the necessity in having a 
Muhabet, preferably two.” (Muhabet ed. 2013, 00:04:27). 
However, it seems as if the problems concerning not being listened to or getting 
contacted by the Municipality that Muhabet encounters today, are almost the same as 
when the organization started. Lise Poulsen finds it frustrating that they are not being 
considered worth inviting to serious debates etc. (Muhabet 2013, 00:25:25). It is clear 
that Muhabet is not only concerned with funding, but also with recognition from the 
Municipality. The lack of appreciation and acknowledgement of their activities means 
that Muhabet is forced to be more aggressive in their tactics as an attempt to influence 
the system.  
 
Seeking	  other	  paths	  	  
Muhabet is experiencing difficulties in getting economic funding from the Municipality. 
This year a specific administration promised to recommend to the municipal Social 
Committee that Muhabet should be considered as a recipient for an increase in funds. 
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This was proposed as the organization needed funds for their current residency as well 
as for a new Muhabet in Nordvest, but the recommendation never reached the 
committee in question (Muhabet 2013, 00:11:37). In this case Muhabet reacted by 
contacting some of the relevant politicians in the committee and the administration who 
made promises afterwards, but they have not found out what really happened to the 
application (Muhabet 2013, 00:12:50). 
This shows how Muhabet uses the tactic of challenging the decisions as a fight for 
survival. Lise Poulsen makes it clear that had the administration instead let them know 
they did not transmit the recommendation, then Muhabet could instead have lobbied or 
turned to other foundations in the search of possibilities for alternative funding 
(Muhabet 2013, 00:12:50). 
This case in question ended with the administration promising them more funds from 
§18, while the idea of a new Muhabet has been postponed until Muhabet has found 
alternative funding (Muhabet 2013, 00:18:33). The challenging tactic has then worked 
partially, as Muhabet decided to accept the funds, but at the same time Lise Poulsen 
criticize the emergency solution (Muhabet 2013, 00:14:07). This case has let to some 
quite strong feelings as Lise Poulsen describes it:  
“I almost cannot take it anymore that we cannot be secured a basis so one 
can develop […] We are just knocked back to zero, that’s the feeling. It is 
tough.” (Muhabet ed. 2013, 00:17:54).  
As a response to this specific incident, Muhabet is considering using the tactics of 
escape and attack. The management of Muhabet is currently investigating different 
options as alternatives to public support as the dependency on the Municipality has let 
to the current situation (Muhabet 2013, 00:05:09). As a consequence Lise Poulsen talks 
about private foundations and businesses as possibilities for funding the new Muhabet 
(Muhabet 2013, 00:18:33). As a last resort Muhabet has plans of using the media as a 
means to get their case out in public (Muhabet 2013, 00:21:40).  
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Summary	  	  
Muhabet is experiencing a varying degree of acceptance from the Municipality, which 
causes a multitude of different strategic reactions. Even though Muhabet strives to be an 
accepted agent by the Municipality, there are some important values they do not want to 
compromise upon, which has let to the use of the tactic of dismissal. Muhabet is 
currently discontent with the Municipality’s treatment of the organization, as the 
received economic support does not correlate to the positive feedback they get from the 
politicians. By living up to the municipal requests Muhabet attempts to comply, and 
therefore wishes that the Municipality would perceive them as a partner. As the 
management of Muhabet does not feel that they get the level of recognition they 
deserve, they challenge the decisions made and furthermore try to influence the 
politicians. They are currently considering being more aggressive in their strategies like 
escaping the dependency of the Municipality.   
 
 
Figure 5.5, Muhabet’s strategic responses 
 
5.6	  Settlementet	  
Partnership	  with	  the	  Municipality	  
The power relation between Settlementet and the Municipality might seem uneven as 
the Municipality and the State contribute with three quarters of Settlementet’s income. 
However, taken into account that the Municipality seeks their help and assistance, the 
collaboration is not as uneven as some of the other SEs collaboration. 
According to Jakob Hjuler Tamsmark, the head of Settlementet, the Municipality needs 
Settlementet to communicate with some of the marginalized citizens. The reason he 
gives for this is that the organization is an old establishment, and both the Municipality 
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and the citizens know and trust them (Settlementet 2013, 00:25:23). This shows how the 
Municipality acknowledges Settlementet as a partner and a legitimate agent in the field. 
Jakob Hjuler Tamsmark gives the example of the digitalization, where everything must 
become digitalized; Net Banking, E-post etc. The municipal goal is that all citizens use 
this system. The digitalization of all public matters is difficult for elders in the society 
and some of the marginalized groups. Therefore, Settlementet is contacted in the hope 
that they can reach and help these citizens in using computers and become digitalized 
(Settlementet 2013, 00:24:22). Jakob Hjuler Tamsmark states: 
“We apply continuously for different projects and pools, both within the 
state and the municipality. […] we also put in offers when we can see that 
we have solutions that can match the political aspirations there are, how 
different they may be.” (Settlementet ed. 2013, 00:58:09)  
This quotation reveals that Settlementet makes sure to be up to date with what goes on 
in the Municipality and in the Government, both politically and financially. This is an 
important aspect as it shows how Settlementet, by knowing what the Municipality 
needs, can bargain with the Municipality for a solution in exchange for funds. 
According to Christine Oliver’s theory, this shows that Settlementet uses the strategy of 
compromise with the Municipality through the tactic of bargain, as the organization 
shows willingness to come up with solutions to problems that would otherwise not be 
solved. Bargaining is an active tactic that refers to the organization’s ability to 
accommodate external stakeholder claims towards the organization, while still 
promoting their own interests. Settlementet is the only SE that is able to use the tactic of 
bargaining in the collaboration with the Municipality. This position in the field is 
powerful since Settlementet is considered as a legitimate agent in the field by the 
Municipality. This example also shows that Settlementet is aware of how the municipal 
system functions and is able to navigate in it. The ability to navigate the system 
indicates that Settlementet uses the tactic of complying. 
In addition to this, Settlementet is thinking of finding other private agents to work with 
instead of only relying on the funds from the municipality (Settlementet ed. 2013, 
01.00.32). Having multiple collaborations could be a way to secure the organization’s 
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independence from the municipality, but it does not necessarily mean that they are 
escaping the institutional field.  
 
Influencing	  city	  policy	  	  	  
The area of Vesterbro in Copenhagen is known for its diversity, which Settlementet tries 
to uphold. There are of course different desires for the area of Vesterbro, depending on 
whom you ask. Jakob Hjuler Tamsmark mentions the landlords, who want young 
people, families with money and cafés. According to Jakob Hjuler Tamsmark this 
gentrification is already happening, slowly but surely, thereby pushing out the 
marginalized groups of the area (Settlementet 2013, 00:41:19) 
This problem of gentrification is not a challenge Settlementet has with the Municipality 
as such, but is a challenge with the mindset of the landlords on Vesterbro. Therefore, 
Settlementet tries to articulate the problem to the Municipality, as both agents want 
room for diversity on Vesterbro (Settlementet 2013, 01:06:34). This is an example of 
the strategic response of manipulation, where Settlementet uses the influence tactic by 
advocating for diversity. Settlementet thereby tries to influence the Municipality to 
adopt a new city policy.  
 
Summary	  	  
Settlementet are using the tactics of bargaining, influencing and complying in the 
collaboration with the Municipality. Because Settlementet is an old and well-established 
SE, and furthermore keeps updated on what the Municipality needs, it can use the tactic 
of bargaining as the organization is seen as a legitimate partner. Through its position 
Settlementet is able to influence the city policy by advocating their target group. 
Settlementet also uses the tactic of complying when navigating the municipal systems 
and procedures. 
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 Figure 5.6, Settlementet’s strategic responses 
 
5.7	  Overview	  of	  the	  strategic	  responses	  	  
In figure 5.7 below all the strategic responses from all of the SEs have been gathered 
into the scale. The figure shows that the responses are gathered in three clusters, except 
a few deviants. This will be elaborated in Analysis of Strategic Relations. 
 
 
Figure 5.7, Overview of strategic responses 
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6	  Analysis	  of	  Strategic	  Relations	  
The following analysis will take departure in Figure 5.7 that shows the SEs responses to 
the institutional pressures. First, the analysis will treat the distribution of strategic 
responses shown in Figure 5.7. Alongside this the representative from Copenhagen 
Business Service and our theoretical framework will be integrated to explain the 
relationship between the agents. Secondly, the strategic relations in the institutional 
field will be discussed. 
 
6.1	  Analysis	  of	  the	  Strategic	  Responses	  Scale	  
As explained in the methodological chapter the Strategic Responses Scale goes from the 
most passive strategies and ends at the most aggressive strategies. Two things stand out 
when looking at the scale of the strategic responses: The first thing is that the strategic 
responses from the SEs are placed mainly in three clusters, namely in the tactics of 
comply, escape and influence. The second thing is that there is also a few deviating 
tactics at play. The following two sections will elaborate on this. 
	  
6.1.1	  Clusters	  	  
The first cluster is in the category of Acquiescence. All six of the SEs are using the 
tactic of compliance, which makes sense since they work within the municipal system 
and therefore have to follow the municipal guidelines and procedures. A common trait 
throughout the interviews was that they all expressed a wish of becoming an accepted 
partner by the Municipality. This gives them an incentive for complying with the rules 
of the system. The reasons for complying with the Municipality are however numerous 
and quite different; some of the SEs comply as they agree with the municipal 
procedures, while others do it to secure their survival and gain legitimacy. 
The amount of SEs that use the tactic of compliance can be an indication of the 
confusion related to working inside the municipal structure. In the theoretical 
framework of DiMaggio & Powell this could be an example of how the uncertainty and 
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confusion caused by trying to operate inside the municipal structures has let the SEs to 
conform and imitate the municipal procedures. This resembles a sign of conformity to 
mimetic isomorphic pressures, as described by DiMaggio & Powell.   
Our interviewees have another trait in common, as they all have managed to establish 
themselves in a relation to the Municipality. However, a lot of our interviewees 
described the difficulties in connection to this, and the struggles they experienced in the 
first stage of starting up the organization. This concerns not only difficulties with 
gaining resources from the Municipality, but also difficulties attaining recognition and 
political legitimacy through their work. As an example, many of the SEs experience 
problems with living up to the standards set by the Municipality. The representative 
from Copenhagen Business Service mentions that this often stems from not having a 
clear-cut formulation of a business plan: 
"[...] basically it's very complex [to set up an social enterprise ed.], 
compared to a regular commercial business - it's twice the trouble, I'd say. 
[but you need ed.] a plan for the entrepreneurial activities, you need to talk 
about business model and that's also the deal for social enterprises, because 
a lot of it seems very unorganized" (Copenhagen Business Service ed. 2013, 
00:25:24)  
The representative mentions several other areas where the collaboration between the 
Municipality and the SEs could be improved. One of the suggestions is that the SEs 
should be better at understanding the needs and the structures of the Municipality 
(Copenhagen Business Service 2013, 00:51:21). From this it could be argued, that 
isomorphic pressures push the SEs to conform to the already established procedures in 
the Municipality.  
The second cluster is centerd on the tactic of escape. Five SEs mention escape as a 
tactic used in relation to economic dependency of the Municipality. This tactic can be 
seen as an attempt to secure the survival of the individual SE, as the SEs either feel that 
they do not receive the deserved recognition, resources or legitimacy, or they do not 
want to subject themselves to the demands of the Municipality. This is the case with 
fødevareBanken and partly Muhabet, as they react to these conditions by turning to 
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other partners, whereas Allehånde Køkken and Media-now deliberately choose to 
compete on market terms. According to Allehånde Køkken, it is better to be 
economically sustainable than to depend on the Municipality, as financial subsidies is 
an unpredictable way of funding. The use of the escape tactic shows an opposite 
reaction to conformity. As conformity is embedded in the theory of isomorphic 
pressures, the escape tactic is not consistent with DiMaggio & Powell’s theory, but 
instead supports Oliver’s theory. 
A way to ensure the SEs economy is to form longer operating contracts with the 
Municipality. This way the SEs would not have to use a lot of resources on fundraising 
each year. Contracts on terms for collaboration and the entitled resources provided by 
the Municipality, is something that both the SEs and the representative from 
Copenhagen Business Service speak of. According to the representative from 
Copenhagen Business Service a way to minimize the insecurity of the SEs could be to 
form contracts with the Municipality based on a minimum of trade instead of a 
maximum of trade (Copenhagen Business Service 2013, 00:51:21). This could ensure 
an increase in stability, as the SEs are secured a minimum of funding. In addition, 
Livsbanen mentions the contracts as a way to improve the collaboration, since the 
division of responsibility would be made clear. A focus on enhanced economical 
security could then lead the SEs to choose other paths than the tactic of escape. 
The third cluster lies in the influencing tactic, which is chosen by four SEs. This tactic 
of manipulation shows how the SEs attempt to influence the system in order to gain 
legitimacy and economical security. Some choose this tactic as a mean to ensure their 
own survival, as legitimacy and funding often goes hand in hand. Others, like Allehånde 
Køkken, use this tactic to influence the field in a broader view, e.g. how SEs should be 
understood and perceived by other agents engaging in the institutional environment. A 
reason for this approach could be due to their financial independence from the 
Municipality, which has the positive side effect that they can be open in voicing their 
opinions. The use of the influencing tactic shows that it is possible for SEs to find 
alternative ways of reacting to isomorphic pressures than to succumb and conform to 
them, which once again supports Christine Oliver’s theory.  
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It can be argued that this tactic of influencing has played a part in changing the 
circumstances and environment that surrounds the SEs, as e.g. Allehånde Køkken 
experience it. Another reason for this could be because social entrepreneurship, social 
innovation and SEs have been popular concepts for the past couple of years, and gains 
more interest not only in Denmark but also internationally on a yearly basis, which 
means that it can also be seen as a broader trend developing in society (Hulgård 2011: 
206).  
This argument is supported by the fact that the Municipality of Copenhagen has 
produced a strategy concerning SEs. The Social Services Administration describe three 
areas where they implement the strategy to improve the collaboration, e.g. to focus more 
on using SEs as providers of goods and services to the Municipality (W1 2012: 2ff). 
The strategy is made in the belief that SEs can help to maintain and innovate the task of 
solving welfare issues (Socialforvaltningen 2012: 6). This shows how there is a will to 
change the circumstances for the SEs on a municipal level, and shows how conformity 
is not the only solution to the institutional pressures, but that structures can be changed.  
 
6.1.2	  Deviants	  
There are four tactics at use, which deviates from the before-mentioned clusters. These 
are the tactics of bargaining, dismissing, challenging and co-opting, where two of these 
will be elaborated in the following. 
Settlementet is the only SE that is capable of using the tactic of bargaining. This is 
possible due to their organizational size and age, which give them a huge advantage in 
their collaboration with the Municipality compared to the other SEs. The use of the 
bargaining tactic has proven to be beneficial, as it shows how the collaboration between 
the two seems more reciprocal compared to the other SEs. Even though the tactic of 
bargaining is situated in the strategy of compromise, it has turned out to be a position 
from where Settlementet is able to influence and collaborate with the Municipality on a 
mutually beneficial ground. Because of the activeness in this tactic it supports the theory 
of Oliver more than the theory of DiMaggio & Powell. 
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Muhabet on the other hand makes use of the tactic of dismissal when confronted with 
some of the municipal guidelines for being a drop-in center in Copenhagen. These 
guidelines stand in opposition to the purpose of Muhabet and therefore they neither can 
nor will incorporate the guidelines in their organization. This example fits well with the 
theory of Oliver, who suggests that it is possible for SEs to respond to isomorphic 
pressures in other ways than to succumb to them. 
The Analysis of Responses shows how most of the SEs use more than just one strategy 
in their collaboration with the Municipality, where all of the responses are rooted in the 
situation. The use of different strategies also proves the point that the SEs have to 
spread out their actions in order to secure their survival. They do not rely on single 
strategies, but instead use a multitude of different strategies at the same time. The use of 
multiple strategies supports Oliver’s theory, while it indicates that the theory by 
DiMaggio & Powell lacks a focus on the active choice of organizations when it comes 
to responses to institutional pressures. However, there are also several cases, where the 
SEs conform to the isomorphic pressures which supports DiMaggio & Powell’s theory. 
On the basis of this it can be concluded that there seem to be isomorphic pressures in 
this field, but the SEs have different alternative responses at their disposal. 
 
6.2	  Strategic	  Relations	  
6.2.1	  Partners	  or	  Competitors	  	  
The different strategies mentioned above leads to a discussion about the strategic 
relations between the two agents in question. In many of the cases the SEs have 
conformed in order to survive in the institutional environment. This supports some 
aspects of our theoretical framework set by DiMaggio & Powell, as it seems necessary 
for organizations to align with the institutional pressures in order to survive. Some of 
our interviewees show signs of struggling to conform, because the Municipality does 
not perceive them as legitimate partners and it can be difficult simply to understand the 
structures. According to the theory of DiMaggio & Powell they will either have to 
conform or change in order to survive in the institutional setting. 
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However, the many examples of the use of avoiding, defying and manipulative 
strategies are important in the determination of how isomorphic this particular 
environment is. These strategic examples show how the SEs openly challenge and try to 
influence the Municipality. In some cases the SEs express that they feel like they have 
been listened to and that their remarks have been taken into consideration. An example 
could be Allehånde Køkken, who sees a positive change in their conditions after 
lobbying their case, or Muhabet who receives more funds from §18 after voicing critical 
opinions about the result of the budget negotiations. 
However, the SEs do not always obtain a reaction from the Municipality. When 
dismissing the municipal demands, e.g. the user-based councils, Muhabet also 
experienced how the Municipality did not respond to this, but chose to look past it.  
Allehånde Køkken tried to influence the norms of the Municipality by arguing that the 
different administrations should be more focused on purchasing services provided by 
the SEs, but does so far not experience being supported in this idea. However, according 
to the representative from Copenhagen Business Service it differs from administration 
to administration how much focus there is on the collaboration with SEs (Copenhagen 
Business Service 2013, 00:13:32). Furthermore, the Social Services Administration has 
declared that they are going to put more emphasis on buying goods and services from 
SEs. This is one of their three priority areas in relation to improving the collaboration 
with SEs (Socialforvaltningen 2012: 4). However, there are some legislative barriers 
about the rule of procurement, which are formed on a trans-national level that becomes 
barriers in this matter (Socialforvaltningen 2012: 1f). Another reason for the lack of 
focus on buying from SEs could be due to the fact that the Municipality sell the same 
service as the SEs. As the representative from Copenhagen Business Service explains:  
“[...] the administrations are also a self-establishing system in some way. 
Therefore we also think in annual budgets. [...] and that is also an interest 
when we sit and plan that there are some of the jobs that are in-house, 
because we have some employees that we would like to keep next year. So 
instead of offering the job to the social businesses we keep them in-house.” 
(Copenhagen Business Service ed. 2013, 00:45:51) 
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To enhance the outsourcing of assignments a firm definition and some characteristics of 
what a SE contains and are capable of, can help the Municipality. This would further an 
understanding of when and where a collaboration with a SE can be a good investment. 
At the same time a definition could enable the Municipality to measure their interaction 
with the SEs. A way for the Municipality to shift their focus on supply from regular 
businesses to SEs, could be to rethink the assignments that they need the SEs to solve: 
”But in any case problem-oriented supply. It's also about making more 
specific supply. Creating smaller partnerships. Breaking some of our supply 
up and start thinking more across administrations” (Copenhagen Business 
Service ed. 2013, 00:49:05) 
The SEs are geared to solve problems that are rooted in different administrations in the 
Municipality and in this sense has an advantage compared to the Municipality. This is 
due to the Municipality's multi administration structure. The representative therefore 
argues that in order to improve the collaboration with the SEs, this requires a change in 
norms and an incorporation of SEs in the strategic level in the Municipality 
(Copenhagen Business Service 2013, 00:57:49). It could be argued that for this to 
happen, the Municipality needs to acknowledge the SEs as legitimate partners, as well 
as become more willing to take risks when outsourcing different jobs. However, the 
representative from the Municipality points out how the Municipality is under pressure 
from the general public. They have to be accountable for that the tax money has been 
used wisely and effectively. He stresses that therefore there is a higher demand for 
transparency when it comes to public spending, than opposed to the spending of private 
enterprises (Copenhagen Business Service 2013, 01:01:10). Therefore taking risks by 
leaving the responsibility of solving social projects to other organizations is not 
integrated in the municipal system. 
Collaboration across administrations is another change that needs to happen within the 
municipal structures for a better collaboration between the SEs and the Municipality. 
The representative mentions that the different administrations have difficulties in 
thinking outside the box: 
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"[...] when a social enterprise comes along and says 'we have an 
employment offer and health is also a priority, so they become healthier', to 
which the Employment and Integration Administration replies 'who cares? 
We're being measured on whether people get employed, not whether they or 
their families get a better health, so we won't use money on this'. Instead the 
administration could focus on cross-collaboration, and when an offer from 
a social enterprise comes along, then consider the options [of funding ed.]" 
(Copenhagen Business Service ed. 2013, 00:49:05) 
It seems as if there is a long way for institutional acknowledgement of what the SEs 
have to offer in a cross-sectoral perspective, as long as this rigid way of thinking 
funding of projects dominates the municipal setting. Although this seems as a very dark 
prediction for the future of SEs, the interview with the representative from Copenhagen 
Business Service does point in the direction of a development of a greater understanding 
of the SEs. Yet, as mentioned, this does entail willingness from both the Municipality as 
well as the SEs to work on creating better solutions to these challenges. 
This all leads to the interesting discussion whether the Municipality perceive the SEs as 
partners or competitors. Different opinions on this matter make it hard to generalize 
upon. On one hand, Settlementet and Livsbanen experience that the Municipality uses 
them quite a lot as a partner, but on the other Allehånde Køkken, fødevareBanken and 
Muhabet criticize the Municipality as they do not feel they se them as partners or uses 
their unique knowledge. The representative from Copenhagen Business Service 
articulates that a solution to this could be to change the procedures about outsourcing 
and think more in outsourcing jobs, which the SEs can bid on (Copenhagen Business 
Service 2013, 00:49:05). Further, it is supported in a report from Mandag Morgen that 
there needs to be a change in paradigm, so that social entrepreneurs are seen as natural 
partners (Socialforvaltningen 2012: 6). 
	  
6.2.2	  The	  Field	  of	  Municipal	  Services	  
One of the challenges that are identified in several of the SEs is the lack of legitimacy 
they receive from the Municipality of Copenhagen. The representative from 
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Copenhagen Business Service stresses that this is partly due to the lack of definition of 
what a SE is, and he calls 'social enterprise' a rubber-term (Copenhagen Business 
Service 2013, 00:10:34). Copenhagen Business Service have tried to make a survey to 
map out all their collaborations with the SEs but this has been very difficult due to the 
lack of definition, and following this a lack of awareness: "[...] I think that all 
departments are working with social enterprises but a lot them are not being strategic 
about it...” (Copenhagen Business Service ed. 2013, 00:22:35). The lack of awareness 
is something that Thomas Fremming also mentions. One of the biggest challenges that 
SEs face, is that it is still a rather new concept in a Danish context. This lack of 
definition also has the negative side effect that all enterprises can call themself 'social' 
and thereby can get access to the limited public funds. Thomas Fremming welcomes the 
new definition from the government and sees it as mean to overcome this challenge 
(fødevareBanken, 2013, 00:25:48).  
In relation to this, Thomas Fremming also adds that the economic aspect often overrules 
the possible social change this can create in society. The jobs that the Municipality 
outsource are often too comprehensive for the SEs to take on. The representative from 
the Municipality encourages some of the SEs to merge, or at least to work more together 
so they can handle the assignments that are being outsourced (Copenhagen Business 
Service 2013, 00:37:43). Another reason for the difficulties in entering the market could 
be that bigger companies, like the cleaning company ISS, are more capable of providing 
services at a lower cost in markets where economy is more important than to create 
social change. In the words of the representative, "[...] It is because they can solve an 
assignment and not because they are a social economic business" (Copenhagen 
Business Service ed. 2013, 00:51:21). This could lead to a conclusion, that even though 
the Municipality shows interest in incorporating SEs in solving different jobs, the 
economic incentive often becomes the main objective they need to have in mind when 
employing businesses for jobs.  
	  
6.3	  Summary	  	  
In the analysis above the patterns in the SEs strategic responses has been analyzed. 
From this it is clear that the SEs conform to the institutional pressures for various 
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reasons, but that they also use different strategic tactics trying to change this relation. 
Different changes can be made to enhance the collaboration, which entails that both 
parties work to overcome the various challenges. In the following we will conclude on 
the grounds of our three previous analyses. 
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7	  Conclusion	  
The following section will treat the conclusions drawn in the project that will answer the 
problem formulation: What are the strategic relations between the SEs and the 
Municipality of Copenhagen? 
The interviewed SEs have experienced several different challenges in their collaboration 
with the Municipality of Copenhagen. In spite of differences in purpose and size, the 
SEs have drawn attention to many of the same challenges. We found that these 
challenges occurred as a consequence of isomorphic pressures from their environment, 
where some of these pressures could be traced directly to the Municipality. The 
Municipality is a very powerful agent in the field since they enforce the legislation and 
have decision-making power over a lot of resources. Due to this, the SEs often have to 
conform to the pressures put on them by the Municipality. In a lot of cases the SEs 
either conform or choose to change field. Many of the SEs complied with the 
institutional pressures to some degree, which shows conformity to the pressures. A 
consequence of this has hindered some of the SEs from obtaining their original goal. 
However, the Analysis of Responses showed that the SEs in many cases reflected upon 
the pressures and choose other more active strategic tactics. These active tactics have 
been used to gain influence and secure their survival. Some tactics were focused on the 
short-term results whilst others were focused on changing the norms in the 
Municipality. A strategy that can enhance the SEs chances for survival is manipulation, 
where the SEs through participation in various councils try to change the mindset of the 
Municipality. Despite of the diversity in responses, there were some general tendencies 
detected, as the responses mainly gathered in three clusters under the three tactics of 
compliance, escape and influence. Although the SEs are exposed to isomorphic 
pressures the SEs seem to be able to act and respond in multiple ways. The SEs all 
expressed a desire of being considered as legitimate partners by the Municipality, as this 
might enhance their conditions in the field. 
Our interview with Copenhagen Business Service showed that there is awareness in the 
Municipality about the challenges experienced by the SEs. To strengthen the 
collaboration, there is a need to change the norms concerning the daily practice of the 
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Municipality, where it might be necessary to work strategically towards more inclusion 
of SEs in the different administrations and rethink procedures. On a municipal level, 
many administrations start to focus on integrating SEs and there have been made a 
strategy, which shows interest in enhancing the conditions for the SEs. The structures 
and practices might not be easily changed, and isomorphic pressures may prolong this 
process, but the focus on SEs is however already included in the field, which shows a 
progress in their strategic relations.  
To sum up, as there are many different experiences, it is difficult to generalize the 
strategic relations between the Municipality and the SEs, as the Municipality depict the 
level of legitimacy the specific SE have. However, there seems to be a tendency 
pointing at a developing field. Therefore, a strategic relation between the SEs and the 
Municipality could be that they are currently both partners and competitors in the same 
field. This concluding statement might be very different in a year, even though we 
conduct the interviews with the same people using the same line of questions, as the 
field is developing. 
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8	  Post	  Reflections	  	  
The following section will describe some of our post reflections in relation to this 
project, which will include reflections on our approach as well as aspects we found 
during the process that calls for further research.  
As a methodological tool we produced some illustrations and schemes. This way of 
working provided an overview and a clarification, which was advantageous for the 
reader as well as the producer. It did however also have a constraining effect, as it 
simplified some of the analytical nuances. This was specifically a problem in Analysis 
of Challenges, where we wanted to illustrate under which isomorphic pressures the 
different challenges belonged. We had some difficulties in converting the institutional 
theory to the data, in that our data were much more tangled up than we had imagined 
and therefore it was difficult to place the different challenges in accordance to the 
different types of isomorphic pressures described by the theory. This is an example of 
how complex this area is, as it is not possible to categorize the complex experiences into 
easily comprehensible categories. There is not one way of addressing this field, as the 
stories told shed light on the many different perceptions. 
During the interview with Copenhagen Business Service it became clear that they were 
aware of a lot of the challenges that the SEs were experiencing in the collaboration with 
the Municipality. This awareness was a surprise, and indicated that there are some 
aspects of the collaborations between the two parties that are very difficult to solve.  
Another post reflection was that we were surprised about the lack of collaboration 
between the individual SEs within the field. We believe that there is a survival potential 
for them in forming partnerships with each other as well. The formation of partnership, 
councils or the like where SEs can share experiences through uniting could be a 
potential solution to strengthening their position in the collaboration with the 
Municipality.  
We believe that the size of the Municipality of Copenhagen has had a great deal of 
influence on our conclusion. The Municipality is divided into seven different 
administrations, and we therefore think it could be interesting to investigate how the 
collaboration between SEs and smaller municipalities would function. 
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10	  Appendix	  
 
Appendix	  1	  
 
Informants  
	  
Monday, November 11th  
Media-now 
Trine S. Uldall  
Founder and leader of Media-now 
	  
Tuesday, November 12th  
Settlementet 
Jakob Hjuler Tamsmark  
Manager of Settlementet  
	  
Wednedsday, November 13th  
Allehånde Køkken 
Simon Sheard 
Founder of Allehånde Køkken 
Gyrithe J. Lem 
Consultant and social worker   
	  
Thursday, November 14th  
fødevareBanken 
Thomas Fremming  
Founder and daily leader of fødevareBanken  
	  
Thursday, November 14th  
Livsbanen 
Lisette Willeforte Rasmussen  
Adminstrative leader of Livsbanen  
 
Friday, November 15th 
Muhabet 
Lise Poulsen 
Administrative leader of Muhabet 
 
Tuesday, November 26th 
Copenhagen Business Service  
Anonymous representative  
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Appendix	  2	  	  
Interviewguide til SEs 
 
Tema: 
Fakta om organisationen 
- Vil du fortælle lidt om dig selv? (Navn, stilling, funktion, baggrund)  
- Hvordan startede virksomheden? 
- Hvordan har udviklingen været fra den første idé til den nuværende 
virksomhed? 
- Hvad er Jeres formål og vision? 
- Hvor mange ansatte og frivillige har I? 
- Ser I jer selv som en socialøkonomisk virksomhed. Hvis ja, hvorfor det?  
- Hvad bruges virksomhedens overskud til? 
- Er virksomheden blevet inspireret af andre virksomheder/andre personer? 
Fakta om virksomhedens forhold til kommunen 
- Har kommunen været med fra starten (evt. uddyb hvis allerede nævnt)? 
- På hvilke områder har I samarbejdet? 
- Har I samarbejdet med flere indenfor kommunen eller har I én kontaktperson? 
- (Har der været mange skiftende kontaktpersoner?) 
Praktisk om deres samarbejde med kommunen 
- Hvordan har I kommunikeret med hinanden? 
- Hvordan har du/I oplevet kommunikationen? 
- Har I holdt mange møder? 
- Hvordan har du/I oplevet møderne? 
- Har samarbejdet med kommunen på noget tidspunkt ændret markant karakter?  
Forhold til kommunen 
- Hvad har været godt i samarbejdet med kommunen? 
- Har kommunen sat Jer i kontakt med andre? 
- Oplever I, at I har mødt nogle barrierer i samarbejdet med kommunen? 
- Hvis ja, hvilke udfordringer har de barrierer medført for jeres organisation? 
- Har I oplevet, at lovgivningen opstiller mange barrierer? 
- Hvordan har I taklet disse udfordringer? 
- Har I fået hjælp til at løse dem? 
Hvordan har I som helhed oplevet kommunens behandling af jeres sager? 
Hvad er dit/ jeres forslag til, hvordan man kan optimere samarbejdet med 
kommunen? 
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Interviewguide til Copenhagen Business Service 
 
Fakta om interviewperson: 
- Fortæl lidt om dig selv: Navn, stilling, funktion 
- Er du den eneste konsulent som har med socialøkonomiske virksomheder at gøre? 
- Har du været med fra starten af Københavns erhvervsservice? 
- Hvad er jeres kriterier for en socialøkonomisk virksomhed, som gør at de lige 
havner hos dig og ikke hos den almindelige erhvervsservice? 
 
Udvikling 
- Hvad inspirerer dig i dit arbejde? Er der nogle personer der giver dig en stor 
inspiration? 
- Kan du på baggrund af din erfaring fortælle hvordan du ser udviklingen indenfor 
socialøkonomisk iværksætteri i København? 
- Ser du en udvikling indenfor det kommunale samarbejde med Socialøkonomiske 
virksomheder i den tid du har siddet i Københavns erhvervsservice? 
Samarbejdet i praksis 
- Hvad laver du i dit daglige arbejde med de socialøkonomiske virksomheder? 
- Hvor mange samarbejder du med? 
- Hvordan fungerer et typisk møde med socialøkonomiske virksomheder? Eller 
udvalgsmøde? Eller hvad der bliver nævnt? 
- Hvordan oplever du kommunikationen til møderne? 
- Hvad oplever du din funktion er i mødet? 
- Udfylder du udelukkende en rådgivende funktion eller kan du også blive inspireret 
fra møderne til at tage noget med tilbage til erhvervsservice eller andre 
forvaltninger? 
- Hvis ja, hvordan oplever du samarbejdet med andre forvaltninger? 
- Hvad gør I med den feedback I får fra de socialøkonomiske virksomheder 
- Hvornår har du et godt samarbejde med en socialøkonomisk virksomhed? 
- Hvornår er det et dårligt samarbejde med en socialøkonomisk virksomhed? 
- Hvad oplever du som de største barrierer i samarbejdet med socialøkonomiske 
virksomheder? 
Samarbejdet fremover 
- Hvordan tænker du man kunne optimere samarbejdet? 
- Erhvervsservice rykker efter nytår fra teknik og miljøforvaltningen til 
beskæftigelsesforvaltningen. Hvad tænker du det har af konsekvenser? 
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Appendix	  3	  
 
 
Fortroligheds kontrakt 
 
 
 Da	  interviewet	  skal	  indgå	  i	  en	  projekt	  rapport,	  ønsker	  vi	  tilladelse	  til	  at	  optage	  interviewet	  
☐ Ja 
☐ Nej 
 
 
 
Må interviewet blive publiceret på Roskilde Universitets Bibliotek? 
☐ Ja 
☐ Nej 
 
Hvis ja: Ønsker I anonymitet i rapporten? 
☐ Ja 
☐ Nej 
 
Hvis nej: Ønsker I anonymitet I rapporten? 
☐ Ja 
☐ Nej 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dato og Underskrift fra virksomhed 
 
      
 
 
 
 
Dato og Underskrift fra repræsentant fra projekt gruppen 
 
      
 
